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Abstract

Online social media have gained a lot of popularity and experienced a fast growth in

the past decade. The emergence of social media offers ordinary persons remarkable

opportunities to create messages expressing their opinions. Besides, by establishing

relationships with others, people can easily convey their opinions to others. Opinion

influence produced by social interaction becomes an important factor for people to

adapt their behaviors and make decisions. Understanding opinion influence would

greatly benefit a variety of marketing activities, such as spread of ideas, public opin-

ion monitoring, and intervention. This thesis aims to provide insights into opinion

influence modeling from three components: user interaction, temporal dynamics and

the exchanged content. Twitter datasets, which contain the users’ opinion traces

and user network structures, are collected for the study of opinion influence.

The first work investigates the temporal properties of opinion behaviors. Opinion

influence is produced by long-term interactions, where a user continuously collects

opinions from neighbors and further changes her/his own opinions accordingly. The

temporal dynamics is of great importance for uncovering the underlying mechanism

of opinion influence, but is ignored in the current research work. Here, we propose a

temporal opinion influence model, which is able to track the opinion dynamics of each

individual user and uncover opinion influence through correlating opinion dynamics

of connected users. Specifically, we propose two indicators to capture the effects of

social interaction on the opinion formation, including friend effect and opinion effect.
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The second work delves into the textual content exchanged during communica-

tion. The textual message, as the medium of social interaction, provides the foun-

dation to understand communications between users. Rooted in neural network

technology, a content-based opinion influence model is proposed to study how opin-

ion influence is driven by the content. Apart from the exchanged content, we also

consider the identities of users involved in communication. Each user is characterized

by a personal identity and a social identity. A joint learning framework is developed

to detect the social identities of users and models opinion influence concerning differ-

ent user identities at the same time. This work first goes a step further to introduce

the content into opinion influence modeling. Its novel idea of integrating personal

images in the understanding of user opinion influence also contributes.

In the third work, all the components explored in the above two studies, including

the temporal dynamics of user interactions and the content included in the exchanged

texts, are carefully considered. Inspired by the advances of the recurrent neural

network in sequence modeling, a sequential content-based opinion influence model

is developed. It offers to predict opinion words other than opinion sentiment, which

may benefit marketing analysis in a more comprehensive manner. This work provides

a complete and effective understanding of the opinion influence process. It can be

further extended to model the content-based user dynamics in other scenarios.

We conduct a systematical study to understand opinion influence on social media

from three components. Our study benefits a variety of marketing activities, includ-

ing advertisement dissemination, optimization of product impact and other business

intelligence related applications. Besides, other complex dynamics of human behav-

iors, from buying behaviors in the business to voting behaviors in the politics can be

unrevealed by continued extension of the proposed framework.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Social media connects users in an exciting way and affects almost all the facets of

our daily life. Twitter, a microblogging website, allows people to share information

and to interact with each other. Epinion, a review website, provides people with an

online platform to share their purchasing experiences. Quora, an online community

Q &A platform, offers people opportunities to ask and answer questions and to vote

for the answers they agree best. Social media occupies a large part of everyone’s

life. In 2017, 81 percent of Americans had at least one social media account and

their time spent on social media was 135 minutes per day in average1. Not only the

way people communicate has been changed by the popularity of social media, but

also the way people run their business. Hereby, understanding human behaviors on

social media is of vital importance for a variety of parties, ranging from marketers

to politicians [163].

One notable feature of social media different from traditional media is that it

provides people with opportunities to create web content in textual, visual or acoustic

types, and it revolutionizes the way how information is created [86]. In the past,

public information is only created by the media professional such as TV, radio,

1https://www.statista.com/markets/424/topic/540/social-media-user-generated-content/
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newspapers and so on. At that time, it is impossible for the opinions of an ordinary

person to reach out to the public. Nowadays, social media has become an important

channel for an ordinary person to express her/his opinions on all facets of life. It

is common to see that a customer posts her/his reviews on Yelp about the delayed

service while sitting in a cafe, or a user posts a tweet on Twitter complaining that

her/his iPhone bends in the pocket. Consumers no longer merely act as passive

recipients of product-, brand- or firm-related information, but are enabled to create,

modify and exchange their personalized content about the products through social

media [86]. In the meanwhile, the user-generated content (UGC) provides a direct

way for enterprises to understand their customers’ suggestions and demands, which

is valuable for product development and service improvement in future [38].

In addition to providing a channel for people to publish personal opinions, social

media like Twitter also brings interactivity to people, which makes users directly

communicate with one other without the limitation of time and location [99]. People

could establish relationships with anyone they are interested in and initiate conver-

sations with different people on any topic concerning their common interest. These

interactions and conversations via social media become important factors for people

to adapt their behaviors, revise their judgments and make decisions [120], especially

decisions on a business product [84]. In fact, in a marketing study, 71% of consumers

said they are more likely to make a purchase based on social media referrals2. The

opinion influence by which people change their minds as a result of social interactions

plays a prominent role in many marketing activities, such as the spread of ideas, pub-

lic opinion monitoring, and intervention [121]. Given the remarkably large scope of

marketing activities that are shaped by opinion influence, it is necessary to explore

the mechanisms behind the opinion influence process.

2http://www.socialmediatoday.com/content/30-statistics-how-social-media-influence-purchasing-
decisions-infographic
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With the increasing variety and volume of social media data, computer science

and business are becoming more and more intertwined. Social media generates vari-

ous types of data related to users’ profiles, such as their opinion dynamics and their

social relationships every day. The large amount of information generated by social

media is too difficult for manual analysis. It is necessary to create the computational

methods that can process and respond to all of the information. Opinion influ-

ence modeling, which is of critical concern to marketers, is a representative problem

where both the knowledge from marketing theories and computational approaches

from computer science are needed. The target of this thesis is to find practical so-

lutions to the problem of opinion influence modeling with an application

for opinion prediction . What is the underlying mechanism of opinion influence

process? How to measure the interpersonal influence between users quantitatively?

How do people adjust their opinions in the social interactions?

1.2 Research Motivation

Sentiment classification of opinions and influencer detection on social media are two

attractive topics in current research areas that are relevant to this thesis. Unfortu-

nately, existing work in both areas are inadequate for understanding and estimating

opinion influence. Sentiment classification methods detect the sentiment of a post-

ing as positive or negative. The content information included in the message is

explored, yet the process of opinion exchange between users is not captured. Thus,

the sentiment classification methods do not have the ability to uncover the opinion

influence process produced by the social interactions. In the research study of influ-

encer detection, the network features and topical similarities were both considered

to measure the influence powers of users within a network. However, the macro-level

influence only represents the overall influence a user exerts on all other users, but
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cannot account for the influence one exerts on individual followers. In the line of

study on information diffusion, researchers studied the diffusion probability between

each pair of users, which characterized the chance a message would be propagated

from one person to another. However, the proposed diffusion models mainly focus on

one-time activation behavior, such as the retweeting behavior of a specific message.

They cannot cope with the temporal behaviors that users continuously change their

opinions when collecting information from their friends. All these problems pose

both challenges and opportunities to the research in this thesis.

We argue that the opinion influence occurs when an individual’s opinions are af-

fected/changed by other people. Different from previous work, we study the opinion

influence from an interpersonal view and define opinion influence in a more system-

atic way as a framework of “who influences whom on what opinion/feeling”.

To better capture the interpersonal opinion influence, we stress on monitoring users’

opinion changes during a long time period. In reality, people are constantly exposed

to a flow of opinions created by their following neighbors. Every time after receiv-

ing the opinions from her/his neighbors, an individual tends to filter and integrate

the opinion influence from the neighbors and adjust her/his own beliefs accordingly

[178]. During long-term communication and interaction, the repeated opinion in-

fluence would result in opinion dynamics, i.e., a user continuously changes her/his

opinions towards a given issue.

The problem of opinion influence has been theoretically studied by researchers

from a viewpoint of psychology since several decades ago. In most of their studies,

the opinion was referred as the belief or judgment of a person towards an issue,

such as the emotion expressed in the picture or the sentiment polarity towards a

product. According to the observations from the in-house laboratory experiments,

researchers formulated opinion influence as an aggregation process and developed

different assumptions to describe the aggregation process about how a user formed

4



a new opinion. It can be averaging over all neighbors’ opinions [46], following the

majority opinion [40], or more sophisticated formulations [43]. Though these studies

provide informative understandings about the opinion influence process from a va-

riety of viewpoints, they share significant drawbacks. They limit opinion influence

in the setting of laboratory experiments, which simplifies user interactions in real

situations. Besides, their assumptions are only verified through computer simulation

but lack empirical verification on real datasets. Despite all these efforts, a systematic

and practical study for opinion influence modeling on social media and an empirical

evaluation on the estimated opinion influence, are needed.

In this thesis, we concentrate our studies on: (1) verifying the existence of opinion

influence on social media (2) developing various models that can “learn” interper-

sonal opinion influence from existing communication records; (3) uncovering the

interaction-driven opinion influence process by exploring content of opinions and

monitoring temporal opinion dynamics; and (4) forecasting people’s future opinions

by exploiting estimated opinion influence. The developed framework has many po-

tential applications, such as inference of potential opinion propagation and public

opinion intervention.

1.3 Research Overview and Contributions

Psychologists have already designed numerous laboratory experiments to study the

mechanism of how a user adapts to the new opinion after receiving the advice from

other people. Though the sophisticated laboratory experiments have been designed

by researchers, the artificial environment of the laboratory is still so far from real-

life, and the findings gained from these experiments could tell little about people’s

behaviors in real life. With the advent of social media, we could easily observe the

online communication among people. It provides researchers opportunities to analyze

5



human behaviors using their online traces. Considering differences in properties

between online communication and offline communication, we start the study with

a statistical test to verify the existence of the opinion influence by using Twitter

datasets related to commercial products. A shuffle test approach is proposed in

Chapter 3 and the statistical results demonstrate that a user actually revises her/his

opinions towards a specific product after receiving opinions from her/his friends.

Then a systematic study is conducted to quantitatively measure and evaluate opinion

influence. The study of the opinion influence process incorporates three critical

components: user interaction, temporal dynamic, and opinion content. Figure 1.1

presents a sketch of the opinion influence process. Opinion influence appears when

people interact with each other and exchange their opinions. It is necessary to

understand the opinion influence from the interaction point of view. During the long-

term interaction, an individual’s opinion may change by being repeatedly influenced

by her/his neighbors, which produces the temporal opinion dynamics. Modeling

the opinion influence process requires a deep understanding of user interactions and

their temporal properties. Besides, opinion is usually expressed through the textual

content on social media. The different styles of expression produce different effects

on people. This thesis focuses on the above three critical components and spends

three chapters to discuss their effects in opinion influence modeling.

In work 1, we investigate temporal properties of opinion behaviors, and model

opinion influence by uncovering interaction effects between users. We then focus on

exploration of user-generated content, especially the textual messages exchanged in

the opinion influence process in work 2. In work 3, temporal property and content

information are both integrated into a unified framework, which delivers a com-

prehensive view to understand opinion influence. Each work is introduced in one

chapter (from Chapter 4 to Chapter 6). With the learned opinion influence model,

future opinion sentiments of all network users can be predicted, and opinion influence

6
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estimation can be evaluated using prediction performance.

Work 1: Temporal Opinion Influence Modeling

Previous studies took the opinion influence process as an aggregation process, where a

user’s updated opinion is assumed to be either the averaged opinions of her/his neigh-

bors, or the majority opinion of her/his neighbors in the previous time step. With

these assumptions, the opinion change is simply the aggregation of the opinions an

individual receives in the previous time step. Thus, previous studies failed to investi-

gate the temporal dynamics of users’ interactions, where a user continuously collects

the information from her/his neighbors and repeatedly updates her/his opinions ac-

cording to the received information. In this work, we propose a temporal opinion

influence model [30]. It models opinion dynamics of each user with an individual

temporal Markov model and uncovers the opinion influence through correlating the

opinion dynamics of connected users. Two indicators are captured to reflect the

effect of social interaction on opinion formation, including the friend effect and the

opinion effect.

Contributions: We are the first to consider temporal properties of opinion

dynamics, and uncover interaction effects in the opinion influence process. The

couple Markov chain provides a creative way to uncover the opinion influence through

correlating temporal opinion behaviors of users. The experiments on Twitter datasets

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model in uncovering opinion influence

and in predicting sentiment of future opinion.

Work 2: Content-based Opinion Influence Modeling

On most social media platforms, people exchange information and ideas by posting

and replying textual messages. Existing opinion influence studies compress the opin-

ion with a numerical sentiment value, which lacks the exploration of how different
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expressions affect a user’s future opinions. To address the problem, we propose a new

opinion influence framework [31]. It is based on the neural network framework and

employs the word embedding techniques to deal with the content information [116].

Besides, we further extend the content-based opinion influence study with the focus

on the involved users in the opinion influence process. A user may possess two types

of identities in a society, including personal identity and social identity. Both iden-

tities consist of self-image and affect the opinion influence process. We investigate

the opinion influence process by characterizing users with their dual identities. Con-

sidering the social identity formation and opinion influence processes both occur in

social communication, a novel joint learning algorithm is proposed to simultaneously

detect social identities and model opinion influence in a unified framework [32].

Contributions: In this work, content is first introduced in opinion influence

modeling. The word embedding techniques provide an effective way to understand

exchanged opinions and the proposed NN-based framework well captures the content-

based opinion influence process. We also explore the effects of personal images. It

is the first time that both personal identity and social identity are considered in

the study of opinion influence. The proposed joint learning framework has been

demonstrated effectively in capturing the effects of users’ dual identities in opinion

influence modeling.

Work 3: Content-based Sequential Opinion Influence Model-
ing

The opinion influence process has been studied by exploring temporal properties or

the exchanged content information in previous two works. In this work, we aim to

collectively study the above-mentioned components related to opinion influence mod-

eling in a unified framework. It requires the model to temporally track content-based

opinion behaviors, and uncover correlations of different users from their dynamics
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interactions. To this end, we develop a sequential model based on the Recurrent

Neural Network framework [33]. Upon this framework, two prediction strategies

with different granularities are proposed, including the opinion sentiment prediction

strategy and the fine-grained opinion word prediction strategy.

Contributions: This work contributes a novel framework which captures tem-

poral properties of opinion dynamics and the semantic information included in the

content. It provides a complete and effective understanding of the opinion influence

process, which can be further extended to model the content-based user dynamics

in other scenarios. Besides, the fine-grained prediction strategy equips the opinion

influence model with the ability to forecast the opinion words other than opinion

sentiment, which may benefit more detailed marketing analysis.

1.4 Structure of Thesis

The overall picture of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 1 briefly introduces the back-

ground the studies on opinion influence modeling. The research motivation, overview

and contribution are also explained. Chapter 2 surveys the existing work on social

influence analysis, opinion analysis, and opinion influence modeling. After the brief

summary of the literature, we point out the differences between the existing studies

and opinion influence modeling explored in the thesis work. Chapter 3 presents the

data collection method. Besides, we also design an opinion influence test to verify

existence of the opinion influence as the preliminary study. Chapter 4 investigates

the opinion influence process from temporal properties of user interactions, where the

temporal Markov assumptions are integrated and the effect of social interaction on

opinion formation is captured. Chapter 5 explores the content information captured

in the opinion influence process. A novel opinion influence framework is proposed to

leverage the textual information. Based on the new framework, the dual identities
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of users are explored and jointly learned in the proposed opinion influence model.

Chapter 6 combines the two successful components, including temporal dynamics

interactions and content information, in a unified framework. A complete analysis of

the characteristics of user behaviors and their opinion influence is conducted. Chap-

ter 7 summarizes the proposed methods, findings, conclusions, and contributions of

the work. The potential future extensions of the current work are suggested at last.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we survey the studies related to this thesis, including social influence

analysis, sentiment classification and opinion dynamics modeling.

2.1 Research in Social Influence Analysis

The study of social influence analysis has been particularly active for a number of

years in research areas including sociology, physics, marketing and computer science.

In these studies, the social media is treated as the platform for increasing the spread

of information, products and advertisements over the whole network. The social

influence is described as the ability of user to affect the spread of information. Works

closely related to social influence analysis on social media involve influencer detection,

information diffusion and influence maximization.

2.1.1 Influencer Detection

Finding the influencers over the whole social network has attracted the attention

of both academic researchers and business marketers. It focuses on measuring the

global influence of users and further finding the top influencers with high global in-

fluence. Although there does not exist a unified standard to quantify the user social

influence on social media, it is widely agreed that social influence cannot be exerted
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without social relationships. A series of research studies have examined social in-

fluence based on social network. These studies represented a social network as an

undirected or directed graph where nodes represented users and edges represented

connections between users. Based on the constructed graph, the influence powers of

users within the social network were measured through a variety of network prop-

erties, such as the in- and out-degree [26], closeness [150] and betweenness [85].

In addition to measuring the authorities of users individually, [95, 81, 99, 24] pro-

posed different approaches to rank user influence by applying graph-based ranking

approaches, such as PageRank [129] and HITS [95]. In the meanwhile, considering

that social influence varied in users in terms of different topics of interests, some

researchers [170, 130] proposed to identify the influential users by taking both graph

structure and topical similarity into consideration. It was true that graph structure

to some extent reflected social influence of users in the network. However, it was

argued that a focus solely on the network established by users cannot depict how

influence flows over the network. Thus, the static network structure alone is unable

to provide a complete understanding of social influence.

There were some other work measuring and comparing influence of users by con-

sidering the topology emerging from the actions of users, including the retweeting

and reforwarding actions [125, 128], mentioning actions [26] and clicking actions [42].

Accordingly, the statistics derived from the observed actions, such as the number of

retweets [125], the number of mentions [26] were proposed to reflect the influence

power of an individual user. Recently, several influence measurement systems includ-

ing Klout score [139], peerindex [148] have been successfully developed for industry

to identify influencers on social media. These systems employed more sophisticated

metrics based on the combination of network properties and the actions observed on

social media.

Though measurement of users’ global influence and detection of top influencers
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have been extensively studied by researchers and entrepreneurs, and have been suc-

cessfully applied to empirical marketing activities, the effects of social influence on

users’ behaviors have not been quantitatively captured in current work. Different

from the study on macro-level influence (i.e., global influence), we focus on micro-

level influence (i.e., interpersonal influence) in this thesis. Interpersonal influence

reflects relationships between each pair of users, and provides opportunities for com-

panies to target their customers with purposes.

2.1.2 Information Diffusion

The diffusion phenomena were firstly emerged in epidemiology. The fast development

of social media provided an unprecedented era for new related research directions.

Information diffusion on social media is described as a phenomenon that a piece of

information spreads along the social network depending on the properties of the edges

and nodes. A lot of efforts have been made in order to understand the mechanisms

behind the phenomenon. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, each node can be activated

by its neighbors with a monotonicity assumption, i.e., the activated nodes cannot

be deactivated. Thus, the diffusion process of a specific message can be treated as a

sequence of successive activation of nodes through the network [71].

Given the activation sequences, a lot of work have been done to study the mech-

anisms behind the information diffusion process and further predict the future dif-

fusion path of a specific message. Most of the proposed diffusion models are based

on two fundamental diffusion models, i.e., Independent cascade (IC) [61] and Linear

Threshold (LT) [68]. The IC model assumes that the newly activated nodes can

only activate their neighbors once with the probabilities associated to edges. The

LT model defines an influence degree on each edge and the inactive nodes are acti-

vated by their activated neighbors if the sum of influence degrees exceeds their own

influence threshold. Under the diffusion assumptions of IC and LT models, several
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Figure 2.1: Information diffusion process

approaches [62, 123, 143, 144] have formulated the diffusion process with probabilis-

tic generative models. The diffusion influence between users and the diffusion rates

were inferred from the observed activation sequences. Though the above methods

successfully modeled the information diffusion process, they heavily relied on the

diffusion traces to learn diffusion probabilities. Since the number of relationships is

much larger than nodes in the network, a large amount of data is needed to learn

the diffusion probability between each link. To tackle the sparsity of diffusion paths,

Saito et al. [146] proposed to infer diffusion influence based on the attributes of two

connected nodes, which were learned from the observed diffusion processes. Follow-

ing this study, [71] further estimated diffusion probabilities using a variety of features

including social, semantic and temporal features.

Previous approaches assumed the existence of network structure, however, in

many scenarios, the network where diffusion takes place is in fact difficult to obtain.

Rather than predicting diffusion influence between two nodes, Yang and Leveskov

[174] focused on modeling global influence a node had on the rate of diffusion and

used it to predict the range of future adoption. Recently, motivated by the advent

of neural networks, researchers have begun to model the diffusion process from a dif-

ferent viewpoint. A series of RNN-based sequential models [164, 167] were proposed

to sequentially encode historical diffusion information as hidden states. The next

infected user was then predicted according to the compressed hidden state.

Though information diffusion has been extensively studied by researchers in ex-
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isting work, it cannot account for users’ dynamic behaviors when they continuously

change their behaviors under influence. For example, an individual’s opinion towards

a product would not always be the same. A fan of the product who always holds

the positive attitude of the product may become to argue the quality when s/he

knows negative news about the product from her/his neighbors. Existing studies on

diffusion is information-centric. They use cascade models to learn how information

propagates over the network, but less detailed study on the continuous behavioral

changes due to social influence. A user-centric influence model is needed to track

users’ opinion changes and explore opinion influence from dynamic interactions.

2.1.3 Influence Maximization

With the estimates of diffusion influence between users, researchers and marketers

have investigated the effects of diffusion influence in viral marketing. Supposing

a company would like to promote a product on social media and make a large of

amount customers adopt the product, the most cost-efficient way is to select a few

number of users to advertise or recommend the product. Under the word-of-mouth

effects of diffusion influence, the message of the product can be spread out to trigger

a widespread of adoptions. An algorithmic problem, called influence maximization

is proposed, i.e., which seed users should be chosen in the initial phase of the word-

of-mouth marketing in order to maximize the range of the diffusion?

Domingos and Richardson [49] were the pioneers to solve this problem. Then

the problem rapidly became a hot topic in social media analysis. They proposed a

probabilistic framework based on Markov random fields. Based on it, several heuristic

strategies were suggested to select the users that can influence a large fraction of the

network. Kempe et al. [88] first formulated the problem as a discrete stochastic

optimization problem and proved that the optimal solution of the problem is at least

NP-hard. A naive greedy algorithm was then provided to approximate the problem,
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which guaranteed the 1´ 1
e

approximation ratio. However, the time complexity of the

naive greedy algorithm was prohibitive for the large-scale network. There were two

reasons for the inefficiency of the algorithm. One was that finding the expected range

of the influence spread was a #P-hard problem. The other one was that the greedy

algorithm was quadratic in the number of nodes. Considerable work [93, 35, 34, 65,

90, 168] have relied on heuristic techniques to solve the first problem. However, these

methods sacrificed the 1´ 1
e

approximation ratio of Kempe’s approach. On the other

hand, a series of approaches [101, 67, 66] focused on solving the second problem to

improve the practical efficiency of the greedy algorithm from the implementation

view. One notable work was [101], which exploited submodularity to develop an

efficient algorithm called CELF, based on a lazy-forward optimization. Recently, [21]

made a theoretical breakthrough by improving the quadratic nature of the greedy

algorithm to decrease the upper bound of running time. Several follow-up work were

developed to improve the practical efficiency while retaining the same worst-case

guarantees of running time [156, 165, 72].

Influence maximization is an optimization problem, which aims at maximizing

the effects of influence in marketing activities. Instead of capturing influence from

the observed behavioral data, they take interpersonal influence in terms of diffusion

probability as the prior knowledge. The purpose of this thesis is to measure inter-

personal opinion influence from dynamic user interactions, which can be regarded as

prerequisite of influence maximization studies.

Summary: Although social influence has been extensively studied by researchers

from a variety of viewpoints, how opinion influence affects users’ dynamic behaviors

during interactions is still an open question. In this thesis, we study social influence

from user dynamic interaction point of view and explore its effects on forecasting

users’ future behaviors.
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2.2 Research in Sentiment Classification

With the advent of Web 2.0, people have opportunities to share their points of view

regarding daily activities, hot issues and etc. on different types of platforms. For

instance, Epinion1 allows customers to write pros and cons regarding their personal

experiences when using products and IMDb2 enables people to write reviews about

the movies they watch. The published opinions benefit a variety of applications in-

cluding public mood observation, politics election forecast, and marketing strategies

design. To accomplish these tasks, researchers and enterprisers rely on sentiment

classification, which aims to determine the polarity of sentiment (i.e., negative sen-

timent, positive sentiment and neutral sentiment) from textual messages. Basically,

the studies of sentiment classification proceeded along two tracks as reported in [114].

One is machine learning based approaches and the other is sentiment lexicon based

approaches.

The machine learning based approaches formulate sentiment classification as a

text categorization problem [2], where the types of sentiment polarities are taken

as the classification labels. In these approaches, the document is represented by a

variety of features, and machine learning algorithms are applied to determine the

sentiment polarities of documents. Pang and Lee [133] were the pioneers to employ

three classification methods, i.e., Naive Bayesion (NB) [57], Maximum Entropy (ME)

[16] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [151] to determine the positive and negative

sentiments of movie reviews. The classifiers were trained using N-gram features.

Later, more sophisticated learning methods and richer features were devised to

improve the performances of classification. As for features, researchers have ex-

plored sentiment words [91], Part-Of-Speech (POS) tags [122, 171], negation words

1www.epinion.com

2www.imdb.com
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[124, 89], contextual valences and sentiment shifters [89, 106]. Other than directly

applying basic machine learning algorithms, researchers also developed specific meth-

ods for sentiment classification. McDonald et al. [113] presented a structured model

to jointly classify the sentiments at both sentence and document levels. With the

idea of determining sentiment from fine-to-coarse, a hidden conditional random field

approach [138] was developed. [18] developed a decision tree of SVMs for document-

level multi-class sentiment classification, which leveraged the inter-class similarity in

the learning process. Since the performance of a machine learning algorithm heavily

depended on the choice of data representation, a novel type of document represen-

tation arose with the advent of deep learning. The documents were condensed into

low-dimensional feature vectors. Several deep Neural Network (NN) models have

been successfully applied to identify sentiment polarities from dense representations

[92, 155, 153, 141, 70, 69]. The NN-based approaches gained significant improvements

compared with the traditional machine learning methods.

Different from machine learning based approaches, which learn sentiment from the

large scale of labeled text data, lexicon-based approaches rely on sentiment lexicons to

determine the sentiment polarity of a document/message. It aggregates the sentiment

orientations/strengths of words or phrases in the document/message [162] to derive

the overall sentiment of the whole document/message.

In lexicon-based approaches, the sentiment lexicon is crucial to the quality of

sentiment classification. A lexicon is a list of opinion words associated with their

sentiment polarities or strengths. It can be constructed manually or using seed

words to expand. Given the lexicon, the sentiment of a document can be obtained

by aggregating the sentiment intensities of all opinion words occurring in a document

[137, 48, 152]. LIWC sentiment lexicon 3 and Harvard GI lexicon 4 are two popu-

3www.liwc.net

4http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/ inquirer/
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lar well-established sentiment lexicons constructed by human for sentiment analysis.

They have been widely used in a variety of applications, including differentiating

couples in happiness from couples in sadness based on their textual instant commu-

nication [73], predicting depression states of users in social media from their posted

messages [45] and etc. Differently, Hu and Liu [79] annotated words with positive

or negative sentiment orientations with a bootstrapping process. Baccianella et al.

[8] constructed a lexicon where words were annotated with numerical scores relating

to positivity, negativity, and objectivity using a mix of semi-supervised algorithms.

Despite the widespread of these lexicons in detecting sentiment for different appli-

cations, they did not consider the microblog-like textual features, such as emoticons

(e.g., “:-)” denotes a “smiley face” indicating a positive sentiment), initialisms (e.g.,

“WTF”) and slang (e.g., “nah”) [83]. Recently, Hutto and Gilbertcite [82] con-

structed a lexicon specifically tuned for microblog-like contexts using a combination

of qualitative and quantitative methods. It included Western-style emoticons, com-

monly used initialisms and slang, and was verified manually. The experiments on

the Twitter data set prove that sentiment classification achieved a higher accuracy

based on this lexicon compared with other existing lexicons.

Machine learning based approaches require a large scale of annotated data to

train classifiers. The learning process is time-consuming. Unsupervised lexicon-

based approaches are time-saving and easy to be adapted to the datasets in different

domains when an appropriate lexicon is selected [152]. Thus, we decide to use the

lexicon-based approach to determine opinion sentiments included in social media

messages.

Summary : Sentiment analysis is a popular research area in recent two decades.

Its focus is to identify the sentiment polarity of a document or message. However, it

is not able to discover the inherit mechanism of how the sentiment of opinion forms

or changes during user interactions. In this thesis, we take the sentiment as the
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premise and exploit the observed opinion behaviors to study the opinion influence

process which shapes people’s opinions.

2.3 Research in Opinion Dynamics Modeling

In a social environment, an individual would not always hold the same opinion on

a specific issue. Her/his opinion will change after receiving opinions from her/his

neighbors. The change of opinions towards of an issue is called opinion dynamics.

The research on opinion dynamics has been studied for decades of years in the areas

of physics, psychology and sociology. In the earlier studies, the term “opinion”

was referred to as the belief or judgment of a person towards an issue. It can

be either the emotion expressed in a picture or the sentiment polarity towards a

product. Researchers started with the laboratory experiments to testify if a person

actually changed her/his answer after looking at the answers from the other people.

A great number of extensive theoretical research works were developed to characterize

opinion dynamics of agents in a social system with different influence assumptions.

In what follows, we introduce these laboratory experiments and review the existing

explorations on influence assumptions for opinion change.

2.3.1 Laboratory Study

Asch [7] was the first to conduct experiments and proved the effects of social influence

in shaping people’s opinions. In his seminal experiments, Asch observed that a large

fraction of people tended to accept the opinion that everyone else in the group said

the same, even if their answers in the beginning were self-evident. He claimed that

the tendency to conform to others’ opinions in the society was very strong. In Asch’s

experiments, all subjects could know the opinions of all the other people. Deutsch

and Gerard [47] argued that the observations may result from the two aspects of

conformity. One was normative influence, where the subjects conformed to gain the
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acceptance of the group, and the other was informational influence, where subjects

agreed the responses of others and updated their own opinions. To demonstrate

informational influence, they developed similar experiments where the other answers

shown to the subject were anonymous and fabricated, and observed similar behavior

as Asch. It indicated that even only under information influence and no peer pressure,

people were still influenced by others to change their beliefs.

Though these experiments provided evidence that people actually changed their

beliefs after receiving the opinions from their neighbors, they did not provide a

quantitative model to uncover what opinion of a subject will change to during the

communication.

2.3.2 Opinion Dynamics Model

To further study the mechanism of how people update their opinions within a social

system, a variety of opinion dynamics models were designed. Most existing work

in this line of research agreed that the opinion influence process was an aggregation

process. Relying on the pre-defined ending opinion status of the system, e.g., opinion

consensus and opinion polarization, different opinion updating rules were proposed.

Basically, two types of opinion updating rules were popularly applied to model the

opinion influence process, one was the averaging rule [46, 75] and the other was the

voter rule [40, 77, 97].

Averaging Model: The Degroot model was the first proposed averaging model

[74, 46]. It modeled the opinions of individuals as continuous variables and assumed

that a person formed her/his new opinions according to a rule of thumbs method.

It assumed that an individual took the averaged opinions of neighbors to update

her/his own’s [159]. Under the averaging rule, the opinions of all users in the social

system would reach a consensus at last. Starting from the Degroot model, there

was a developing line of studies adjusting the averaging rules in accordance to dif-
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ferent assumptions towards the social system. Friedkin and Johnsen [56] argued

that consensus was rare in society. Usually, public opinions tended to be in a state of

persistent disagreement. They extended the Degroot model to include both disagree-

ment and consensus through assigning an intrinsic opinion for each user in addition

to the opinions they expressed. Furthermore, the Flocking model [75], which consid-

ered the conformity bias [109] was proposed. It was natural that an individual paid

more attention to those neighbors who had more similar beliefs with her/himself

when adopting their opinions. The Flocking model first selected an individual’s

trusted neighbor set and then the same updating rules used in the Degroot model

were employed. [111] demonstrated that opinions of the social system also reached

a consensus under the Flocking model. Following the averaging updating rules, a

large amount of studies have been done by considering misinformation [1], stubborn

agents [60] and etc.

Voter Model: Different from the opinion dynamics model with the averaging

influence rule, Clifford and Sudbury [40], and Holly and Liggett [77] proposed the

voter model independently. They represented opinions with discrete values, usually

binary opinions like supporting or opposing. The assumption of the voter model was

that a person selected only one of her/his neighbors uniformly at random at each

timestep, and took the neighbor’s opinion as her/his new opinion. A modification of

the voter model with the majority rule was proposed by [97], where a person adopted

the major opinion of her/his neighborhood. Under the voting rules, the model has

been proved to reach to a consensus [1]. Several variants of the voter model were

proposed later. Yildiz et al. [179] proposed a modification to consider stubborn

agents. Kempe et al. [87] proposed a modification where both passive influence and

initiative selection were integrated in a unified framework.

Hybrid Model: Recently, Das et al. [43] conducted three online user experiments

to distinguish the Degroot model, Flocking model and Voter model. They observed
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that none of the three models could comprehensively uncover people’s opinion be-

haviors. Thus, they proposed a hybrid model named biasedvoter model to take the

benefits of three models. They assumed that the opinion of each person was driven

by the following three forces: stubbornness, the Degroot behavior that an individual

averaged the opinions of her/his neighbors, and the biased conformity that a user

tended to randomly select the opinion of a person who had the similar opinion with

her/himself.

So far, we have examined three types of opinion dynamics models with different

opinion updating assumptions. Though they provided meaningful understanding on

opinion dynamics, all of the theoretical methods designed the updating rules under

the assumption of the ending opinion status (i.e., consensus or divergence). However,

during the interactions in reality, users continuously change their opinions according

to the received information. It is difficult for a group of users on the social media

to achieve a steady state. Besides, as the behavioral data is difficult to obtain,

existing studies only test their models on the simulated dataset. They neither fit

the data collected from a real scenario where people change their opinions towards

an issue with different opinion dynamics model nor provided quantitative results to

demonstrate the predictability of different approaches with different influence rules.

De et al. [44] first made no assumptions on convergence of opinion. They studied

the transient opinion dynamics and proposed the asynchronous linear model (AsLM)

with unbounded interpersonal influence to model opinion behaviors on social media.

They also verified the effectiveness of the model on the real social media dataset.

Summary: Though De et al. [44] extended traditional theoretical study of

opinion dynamics to practical validation on real-life social media data, they still

simplified user interactions and ignored many valuable features affecting opinion for-

mation. Opinion influence arises when people dynamically interact with each other.

The temporal properties of user interactions have not been studied in the existing
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work. In the meanwhile, people exchange opinions through the User-Generated Text

(UGT), and the effects of the content information on opinion formation has not been

studied in the previous work. In this thesis, we explore different characteristics of

social communication and conduct empirical studies on opinion influence modeling.
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Chapter 3

Data Collection and Influence Test

The main purpose of this thesis is to uncover opinion influence arisen from user

communication traces on social media. To understand opinion influence in an em-

pirical setting, a dataset which contains the opinion records and the users’ network

structure is necessary. In the psychology area, researchers designed a variety of lab-

oratory experiments to collect the shift of opinions when a person is exposed to the

responses of other participants. After analyzing the data collected in the laboratory

experiments, researchers demonstrated that opinion influence actually exists in so-

cial communication, and changes future behaviors of people [7, 43]. However, the

designed in-house experiments have two significant drawbacks. First, the carefully

designed experimental setting simplified the communication in the real world. More-

over, the sizes of the samples used in the laboratory experiments were very small,

which made it difficult to verify opinion influence. Thus, it is necessary to design

a large scale of experiments to demonstrate the existence of opinion influence. As

social media provides a convenient way for researchers to observe and to collect com-

munication traces of users, we choose the popular social media platform Twitter to

study opinion influence in this thesis. In this chapter, we first introduce the method

we use to collect the opinion records of social users from Twitter, and then report a

statistical test result that verifies the existence of opinion influence.
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3.1 Data Collection

Understanding opinion influence is of great importance for business promotion. We

focus on the study of discussions towards business products, which provides insights

into a future commercial strategy. As one of the most popular social media platforms,

Twitter allows users to publish their own content or opinions about a specific product,

as well as establish relationships with other Twitter users. It is a great platform

for us to study user communication and opinion influence. We choose three well-

known electronic products widely discussed on Twitter as the example topics to

study opinion influence. They are Samsung Galaxy, Xbox and PlayStation. Twitter

provides a variety of APIs for researchers and developers to collect data. Considering

the collection of the historical data is constrained by Twitter 1, we use the streaming

API 2 to collect the data in a tracking fashion. We spend totally 8 months to collect

the related tweets published from 31st March, 2014 to 30th November, 2014.

The dataset is built for each product separately in the following way. All En-

glish tweets containing the topical word like Xbox that occurred during the above-

mentioned time period are collected. Each tweet is associated with the id of the user

who posts it, the posting time and the textual content. We carefully preprocess the

collected tweets to construct the final collection of tweets as below:

• Discard the retweeted tweets

• Remove the non-English tokens included in the text

• Discard the tweets containing less than 5 tokens

Based on the preprocessed tweet collection, we build the user set, which contains

all the users who are interested in the specific product. Because opinion influence

1https://developer.twitter.com/

2https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview
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Table 3.1: Network statistics.

Topic Samsung Galaxy Xbox PlayStation

# of users 8921 4358 5158

# of avg friends 14.42 9.58 11.83

# of avg tweets 87.31 62.92 150.00

activity level 0.39 0.37 0.28

is exposed through the long-term communication, a certain number of tweets from

users are necessary for us to capture influence. Among all users who published the

related tweets during the period, we construct the active user set for each product

by filtering out the inactive users who posted less than 30 tweets and the over-active

users who published more than 1000 tweets. In addition to the published tweets,

the user network is another important data source to study opinion influence. The

user relationship is obtained via the “get friends” function 3. Finally, we obtain both

users’ posting records and their connected network.

Table 3.1 summarizes the statistics of the datasets. “# of users” describes the size

of the network, and “# of avg friends” represents the average number of Twitter users

an individual user follows. Because different products may have different degrees of

attractiveness to consumers, we analyze the activity level of each product. The

communication process can be divided into a number of communication rounds.

Each communication round starts after the user posts a tweet, and ends when the

user updates her/his opinion and posts a new tweet. During one communication

round, not all of a user’s friends provide the suggestions. We define the friends who

actually post tweets and may influence the user’s next opinion as the active friends.

Further, for each communication round, we calculate the percentage of the active

friends and average the value of all users. The result is the “activity level”, which

implies the user involvement in social communication on each product.

3https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/accounts-and-users/follow-search-get-users/api-
reference/get-friends-list
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3.1.1 Opinion Analysis

To study opinion influence, a comprehensive analysis on posting tweets is needed. In

this section, we first introduce the method employed to identify the positive, negative

and neutral sentiments of opinion. Then we explain how to extract the opinion words

from the tweets. Note that, the terms sentiment and sentiment polarity are used

interchangeably in this thesis.

Sentiment Classification

Sentiment identification has been widely studied by researchers and engineers. Most

of existing ready-made sentiment classification tools are tailored for the long texts,

which are not suitable for detecting the sentiment of short texts. Here, we employ a

sentiment analysis method [82] proposed by Hutto and Gilbertto, which was carefully

devised to detect the sentiments of tweets, and has been proved to achieve a high

accuracy on detecting the sentiment of tweets. In this approach, a sentiment lexicon

was specifically designed to fit for the Twitter-like context. It associated each opinion

word with its sentiment intensity. The lexicon was validated by human annotators.

Based on the lexicon, they proposed a method called Vader to obtain sentiment

score of a tweet by combining sentiment intensities of all appearing opinion words of

the tweet. According to the obtained sentiment score s of each tweet, its sentiment

polarity o could be determined as follows.

o “

$

’

&

’

%

`1 if s ą ε

´1 if s ă ´ε

0 otherwise

According to the experimental results listed in [82], the accuracy on 4000 randomly

selected tweets is 96%. It also outperforms the methods based on typical sentiment
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Table 3.2: Sentiment statistics.

Topic Samsung Galaxy Xbox PlayStation

% of negative sentiment 11.40 16.33 12.76

% of positive sentiment 19.96 40.09 24.46

% of neutral sentiment 68.64 43.58 62.78

lexicons, such as LIWC [136], SentiWordNet4, SenticNet5.

We follow Hutto and Gilbertto to detect the sentiment polarities of tweets in the

collected dataset. The percentage of each type of sentiment polarity is presented in

Table 3.2.

Opinion Word Extraction

The sentiment polarity summarizes the opinion of a tweet. To understand opinions in

more detail, the content in tweet is important. For each tweet, we extract its opinions

words according to the Twitter-specific sentiment lexicon used in Vader [82] with the

following rules. We first define a negation list which contains negation words and

phrases, such as “don’t”, “didn’t”, “never so” and etc. When we detect an opinion

word, we find whether it follows a word or phrase included in the negation list. if

yes, we retain the phrase “not”+“opinion word” as the opinion word of the message.

For example, the opinion word extracted from the tweet “I don’t like the Samsung

Galaxy S6.” is the phrase “not like”. For the tweets only stating the facts without

expressing an opinion, we use the word symbol “NeuW” to represent them. To

alleviate the word sparsity problem, we only keep the opinion words that occur more

than 50 times in the whole dataset and replace the infrequent opinion words with

the corresponding symbols. The positive opinion words are replaced with the symbol

“PosW”, and the negative opinion words are replaced with the symbol “NegW”.

4http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/

5http://sentic.net/
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Finally, the numbers of the remaining opinion words for the topic “Samsung Galaxy”,

“Xbox”, and “PlayStation” are 880, 1146 and 505, respectively. The percentage of

tweets containing the opinion words for the topic “Samsung Galaxy”, “Xbox”, and

“PlayStation” are 57.7%, 68.4%,62.8% accordingly.

3.1.2 Variation across Datasets

Though the three topics we select belong to the same product category, they have

different characteristics in terms of the network structure and communication. From

the network statistics and sentiment statistics listed in Table 3.1 and 3.2, we find

that the involvement of users and their sentiment diversity are different for the three

products. “Samsung Galaxy” has the largest customer network which shows that the

product is very popular on Twitter. It also has a high activity level, which means

that users are actively involved in the discussion of the product. Different from

“Samsung Galaxy”, “Xbox” has a relatively small group of potential customers,

but their communication on the product is very frequent. It may indicate that the

users interested in “Xbox” form a small but tight network. Though “PlayStation”

attracts a certain number of users, their interests on this product is less compared

to the other two products. Thus, in the following sections, the experiments on the

three products demonstrate the robustness of the proposed models on products with

different characteristics.

3.2 Opinion Influence Test

In Chapter 2, we review several studies on the verification of opinion influence in the

laboratory test. However, on social media, where users obtain information from a

variety of information channels, the existence of social opinion influence has not been

demonstrated through a statistical test. A popular shuffle test has been proposed to

testify the existence of diffusion influence during information propagation [4]. The
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basic assumption is that if diffusion influence does not exist in the social network, the

time a user reposts a message should be independent of the time when her/his friends

repost the same message. Though the shuffle test has been successfully applied to

demonstrate that a specific message actually diffuses over the network through the

connected relationship, it cannot tell whether a user changes her/his mind according

to her/his neighbors. Inspired by the idea of the shuffle test, we propose an approach

to demonstrate the existence of opinion influence on social media.

Before introducing the details of the proposed opinion influence test, we need

to clarify the definition of opinion influence first. In social communication, opinion

influence can be observed when an individual expresses a new opinion, which is

different from her/his prior opinion. We devise the opinion influence test under the

following assumption. We assume that if opinion influence does not exist in the social

network, one’s opinions should be independent of her/his friends’ opinions. In other

words, the correlations between one’s opinions and her/his friends’ opinions should

keep the similar properties after the users’ opinion sequences are shuffled. Under this

assumption, we present the details of the opinion influence test below.

First, the instances of opinion changes are extracted from the opinion sequences.

When a user u posts a tweet with the sentiment different from her/his prior sentiment,

the tweet is taken as one instance of opinion change. Among all the instances of

opinion change, we find those opinions that may be changed by users’ neighbors and

call them the activation instances. The activation instances are defined as follows: if

we observe that u’s neighbor posts an opinion o different from u’s current sentiment,

and then u changes her/his mind and posts a new message with the sentiment o,

we say that u is activated by her/his friends, and the instance of opinion change

is taken as an activation instance. In the whole dataset of a topic, the percentage

of the activation instances among the instances of the opinion change reflects the

correlation value between users’ opinions and their neighbors’ opinions. Besides the
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Table 3.3: The correlation between a user’s opinion and neighbors’ opinions

Topic Samsung Galaxy Xbox PlayStation

shuffled dataset 0.2640 0.3457 0.2649

original set 0.3152‹ 0.3958‹ 0.3296‹

‹ represents a significant higher value

original dataset, 100 shuffled datasets are constructed for the statistical test. The

shuffled dataset is constructed by randomly permuting the connections between the

times and tweets included in the posting histories for each user. The correlation value

is calculated on each shuffled dataset, and we perform the t-test to verify whether the

population mean of all shuffled datasets is significantly different from the correlation

value obtained from the original dataset.

The results are listed in Table 3.3. We can observe that the correlation value

on the original dataset is much larger than the population average of the shuffled

datasets, and the increasement is significant. There indeed exists a correlation be-

tween a user’s opinions and her/his neighbors’ opinions in the original dataset com-

pared with the shuffled dataset, which demonstrates the existence of opinion influence

on social media.
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Chapter 4

Temporal Opinion Influence

Modeling

4.1 Chapter Overview

The phenomenon that an individual could be influenced by neighbors to update

her/his previous opinion has been first observed in the psychological experiments

[47, 7]. After that, an extensive range of theoretical studies tried to model the opinion

influence process under different assumptions. Unfortunately, due to the difficulty

of collecting data from empirical communication records, their studies were limited

to the computer simulation only, and did not actually capture opinion influence in

an empirical setting. The advent of social media provides a channel for researchers

to observe every change of people’s opinions during social communication. In this

work, we aim to uncover the opinion influence process by empirically tracking people’s

opinion dynamics.

Most existing studies simplified the opinion influence process as an aggregation

process. An individual was assumed to either take the averaged value of her/his

neighbors’ [46, 75], or randomly select an opinion from neighbors’ previous opin-

ions [40, 77] as the next updated opinion. The aggregation process considers the

exchanged opinions in a short time period only, and does not study the emergence
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of opinion influence during temporal interactions. To better understand how opin-

ion influence arises during the communication, we describe the emergence process

of opinion influence as follows. In the beginning, users who do not acquaint with

each other and little influence can be observed. After interacting with each other,

users gradually know each other. Then influence comes out and can be observed

through the temporal changes of their opinions. Thus, we aim to estimate opinion

influence by tracking the temporal dynamics of users’ opinions driven by their social

interactions.

To this end, we develop a novel temporal opinion influence model (TIM) inspired

by the success of coupled HMM in modeling interacting components. TIM has the

ability to temporally track the dynamics of every individual’s opinion behaviors, and

model the interactions between connected users. The opinion behaviors of each user

are individually modeled as a Markov chain and each state of the chain represents

the sentiment of opinion a user posts at each timestamp. Two temporal Markov

assumptions are proposed to capture the individual temporal properties and to cor-

relate individual’s opinion chains with the opinion chains of connected users. To

better describe the interactions between users, we propose two indicators to capture

the effects of social interactions. They are the opinion effect and friend effect. The

proposed model achieves better performances compared with existing opinion influ-

ence models on the Twitter dataset. It demonstrates that understanding temporal

interactions is very important for uncovering the opinion influence process, and it is

well captured by the proposed model.

4.2 Related Work in Coupled HMM

In the camp of computer vision, a series of coupled Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

has been successfully applied to model the interacting components within a per-
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son/system. The coupled HMM takes the advantages of HMM on tracking the dy-

namics of every single component, and it has the ability to capture the interactions

between different components. It was first proposed by Brand et al. [23] to recognize

the T’ai Chi gestures, which involved interactions between two hands. They modeled

the activities of each hand as a Markov chain and tried to understand what a person

is doing based on the interactions between two hands. Later, several extensive models

based on the coupled HMM were developed to recognize more complex actions that

performed with multiple components. Ren et al. [140] proposed a primitive-based

coupled HMM, which attempted to understand a teacher’s intention from her/his two

upper-limbs interactions. A coupled hidden semi-Markov Model was used to predict

what event would happen by modeling trajectories of moving people, and the results

could be integrated into the outdoor visual surveillance system [126]. Though these

studies successfully proved the ability of coupled HMMs in modeling the interacting

components within a system, their objective was to understand the state of the whole

system through the interactions. The dynamic properties of every single component

were not sufficiently studied.

Following this idea, a simplified coupled-HMM model, Influence model [6] was

theoretically studied by Asavathiratham, and was employed for understanding the

behaviors of a large number of interacting components in a complex network, such

as communication network, transportation systems, and power girds. Basu et al

[11] employed the concept of the influence model to learn the speaking/silent ac-

tion behaviors of participants in a small scale of laboratory experiments. Pan et

al. extended the influence model to infer how influence changes dynamically [132].

However, most of existing studies assume that each participant is aware of the state

changes of others, and the next actions/states of all participants can be updated syn-

chronously. The assumption seems reasonable when the binary actions (e.g., silent or

speaking) could be observed at any time. However, modeling online social behaviors,
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Table 4.1: Definition of notations

Notation Description

V a set of |V | “ N users.

Fu a set of u’s neighbors in the network.

oupiq P O
the sentiment of opinion u posts at

timestamp tupiq
.

O “ t1, 2, 3u
represents negative, neutral and positive

sentiment accordingly.

Supă iq fi toup1q, oup2q, ..., oupi´ 1qu

u’s opinion sequences before the

timestamp tupiq. The opinions are sorted

according to posting time decreasing,

i.e., it satisfies tupiq ą tupi´ 1q

.

like opinion behaviors, is different. Users have different habits of using the social

media, and it is difficult to divide their posting records into the sequences with the

fixed time intervals. Thus, the specific properties of the opinion behaviors should be

considered in opinion influence modeling.

4.3 Problem Formulation

Formally, we represent the network of users who are interested in a specific product

as a directed graph G “ pV,Eq, where each vertex u P V represents a user, and each

edge pu, vq P E represents a neighbor relationship meaning that u follows v. The

total number of users is N . Derived from G, a neighbor set is constructed for each

user u P V , which is denoted as Fu “ tv|pu, vq P Eu. The size of Fu is mu.

Besides the network structure of users, we also define the notations of the posting

records. For each user u, we formulate her/his opinion posted at timestamp tupiq

as oupiq P O. In this thesis, O “ t1, 2, 3u i.e., each opinion oupiq can be 1, 2 or

3 indicating the negative, neutral or positive sentiment respectively. The posting

history of each user u can be represented as a sequence Su “ toup1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , oupnuqu
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with the size nu.

Given the set of neighbors set Fu and the opinion records Supă iq for every user

u, our objective is to predict u’s next sentiment of opinion oupiq at time stamp tupiq.

4.4 Proposed Model

A temporal opinion influence model is described in this section. It has the abil-

ity to track the opinion dynamics of users and temporally capture the correlation

between users. Considering the specific characteristics of social interaction, two as-

sumptions are integrated into opinion influence modeling, including the temporal

Markov assumption and the interaction-based opinion influence assumption. Given

the proposed model, we can further predict sentiment of the future opinion for each

user.

For each user u, we use an individual Markov chain to model u’s opinion be-

havior, and each state in the Markov chain represents the sentiment a user posts

at each time stamp. The evolution of the Markov chain is affected by the states of

its neighboring chains. To capture the opinion influence from a user’s neighboring

chains, the traditional state transition based on a single chain is transformed to a

joint transition probability. Because users post the messages in different times, the

opinion state of each Markov chain is updated individually. The opinion influence

process is formulated by a joint state transition in 4.1, which describes the proba-

bility that u posts the opinion oupiq at the timestamp tupiq under the influence of

her/his previous opinions and her/his neighbors’ opinion before tupiq.

P poupiq|Supă iq, S1pă iq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Svpă iq, ¨ ¨ ¨ q (4.1)

where Svpă iq represents the opinions that u’s neighbor v P Fu posts before tupiq.

To further model temporal properties of users’ opinion changes and capture dy-

namic interactions, we put forward the following additional assumptions. They are
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temporal Markov assumption and interaction-based opinion influence assumption.

The graphical illustration of the proposed model is presented in Figure 4.1.

Temporal Markov Assumption

When a user posts tweets about a specific topic, s/he will obviously express opinions

following her/his personal prior thought, which means a user prefers to insist on

her/his tastes when writing a new one. In this situation, the traditional 1-st order

Markov assumption is no longer applicable. In TIM, we assume that one’s future

sentiment is relevant to the previous personal preference. Hereby, the state transition

probability of the individual Markov chain can be represented as a moving vector

θiu, which is updated when a user posts a new opinion.

ppo|Supă iqq “ θiuros “

ři´1
l“0 rouplq “ os

i´ 1
(4.2)

where the symbol rxs equals to 1 when x is true, and 0 if it is false. θiu P Θ satisfies:
ř

o θ
i
uros “ 1, where o P O.

In addition to following personal preference, a user also takes the opinions from

her/his neighbors as the reference to change her/his future sentiment. Usually, it is

the most recent message from one’s neighbor that triggers the user’s change. The

joint state transition probability can then be simplified with the temporal assump-

tion, i.e.,

P poupiq|Supă iq, S1pă iq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Svpă iq, ¨ ¨ ¨ q “ P poupiq|Supă iq, o1pt1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ovptvq, ¨ ¨ ¨ q

(4.3)

where ovptvq represents the opinion that u’ neighbor v P Fu posts after u’s previous

opinion and before u’s current opinion, which satisfies tupi´ 1q ă tv ă tupiq.
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Interaction-based Opinion Influence Assumption

In addition to the temporal assumptions, we also propose two indicators to capture

the effects of social interactions on a user’s opinion formation. They are friend effect

and opinion effect.

When a user adopts the information received in the social network, s/he will in-

evitably consider the sources of the information and be influenced by some neighbors

more than others. The friend effect, which denotes interpersonal influence between

users has been widely employed in existing opinion influence models to interpret

the correlation between user pairs. We use the parameter A to interpret the friend

effects.

A “ tαuv|pu P V, v P Fu|v “ 0qu (4.4)

where αuv represents the strength of influence v exerts on u. When u “ v, we use αu0

to represent personal insistence on one’s preferred opinion. The influence strength

for each user satisfies the condition of
ř

v αuv ` αu0 “ 1.

Though the friend effect is able to capture the ability a user possesses to influ-

ence another, it cannot completely reflect opinion influence during interaction. The

opinion effect, which captures the effects of different opinions, is also important. For

example, if user u takes her/his neighbor v as an enemy, which means everytime

when v praises a product, u may oppose v and express a negative opinion towards

the product, and vice versa. In this situation, the influence of v is strong, but the

effect of the opinion is negative. In the framework of Markov chain, the opinion

effect could be modeled through the state transition matrix, which represents the

probability that a Markov chain changes from one state to another. Because the

single Markov chain could only capture the transition within the independent opin-

ion sequence, it lacks the ability to uncover the influence effects among different

user dynamics. To uncover cross-sequence dependencies and capture effects of opin-
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ions between different users, we propose to correlate the Markov chains of all users

through their network structure, and construct a new type of state transition matrix

Φ to account for opinion dynamics.

Φ “ tϕuv|u P V, v P Fuu (4.5)

where ϕuv is an |O| ˆ |O| matrix describing the different effects of v’s sentiment on

u’s future sentiment.

u

v
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ , |O|

ϕuv “ 1 ϕuvr1, 1s ¨ ¨ ¨ ϕuvr1, |O|s

¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨

|O| ϕuvr|O|, 1s ¨ ¨ ¨ ϕuvr|O|, |O|s

where ϕuvro, o
1s represents the probability that u expresses the sentiment o condi-

tioned on v’s sentiment o1, and the elements in each column satisfy
ř

oϕuvro, o
1s “ 1,

for o P O.

Given the two indicators of opinion influence, i.e., friend effect and opinion effect,

we convert the joint state transition probability in Equation 4.3 by following the

linear property of opinion influence [44]. It means that each user is independently

influenced by her/his neighbors, and the joint state transition probability could be

calculated as the linear combination of the individual opinion transition probability

between each pair of users.

P poupiq|Supă iq, o1pt1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ovptvq, ¨ ¨ ¨ q “
ÿ

vPFu

αuvϕuvroupiq, ovptvqs ` αu0θ
i
uroupiqs

(4.6)

Different from the traditional aggregation process, this formula redefines the opinion

influence process from a temporal and interaction view. αuv is the strength of influ-

ence that v exerts on u. αu0 represents u’s degree of opinion stubbornness. αuv and
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αu0 could also be regarded as the probability that u chooses the chain v to determine

her/his state. The sum of αuv and αu0 is therefore one. If αu0 is up to 1, it means

that u is difficult to be influenced by others.

Learning

The likelihood function of the opinion sequences for all users is written as Equation

4.7, and the learning problem becomes to maximize the likelihood function.

P pSq “
ź

u

nu
ź

i“2

p
ÿ

vPFu

αuvϕuvroupiq, ovptvqs ` αu0θ
i
uroupiqsq (4.7)

The TIM model is characterized by three parameters pA,Φ,Θq where A is the

influence strength parameter, Φ is the state transition probability and Θ represents

personal opinion preference. Our objective is to maximize the likelihood function

P pSq by learning the three parameters. Following the temporal Markov assumption,

Θ which describes a user’s prior opinion distribution could be estimated by the

proportion of each sentiment in the previous posting history. Besides, each state

transition probability matrix ϕuv P Φ is independent of the other state transition

probability matrices. Here, a Laplace smoothing technique is used. For each user

pair u and v, ϕuv satisfies
ř

oϕuvro, o
1s “ 1, for o P O. Thus, ϕuv could be inferred

by taking each connected chain of u and v alone according to the maximum likelihood

estimate for a Markov chain [5]. The method is to count the frequency of each type

of state transition observed in the sequences of u and v, and the state transition

probability could be obtained via normalization.

Given the learned Θ and Φ, the objective becomes to maximize P pSq by inferring

interpersonal influence A. To facilitate the calculation, we construct the influence

vector for each user u, αu. “ rαu0, αu1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αumus
T to represent the degree of stub-

bornness and influence strength together. After rewriting the likelihood function to a
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log likelihood and removing the parts not related to A, we observe that the influence

vector for a user is independent of the influence vectors of others’ vectors in the log

likelihood function as shown in Equation 4.8.

L “
ÿ

u

αu. logp
ÿ

v

αuvϕuvroupiq, ovptvqs ` αu0θ
i
uroupiqsq (4.8)

s.t., for each u P V ,
ř

v αuv ` αu0 “ 1, αuv ą 0, αu0 ą 0 for v P Fu.

As a result, we could update αu. for each user individually. The objective function

is simplified by separating it to per chain likelihood function as shown in Equation

4.9.

αu. “ arg max
αu.

logp
ÿ

v

αuvϕuvroupiq, ovptvqs ` αu0θ
i
uroupiqsq (4.9)

s.t.,
ř

v αuv ` αu0 “ 1, αuv ą 0, αu0 ą 0 for v P Fu.

By using Jensen’s inequality [22], this per chain likelihood function is proved

concave in αu.. To learn the optimal solutions of αu. from Equation 4.9, we remove

the equality constraints by representing αu0 as 1´
ř

v αuv, where v P Fu. Hence, all

the constraints become inequality constraints as follows:

αuv ą 0 and 1´
ÿ

v

αuv ą 0

The problem becomes an optimization problem under the inequality constraints. A

common solution to the inequality constrained optimization problem is the interior-

point method [22, 127]. It approximates the objective function by adding the con-

straints with the logarithm barrier function, and forms the problem to an uncon-

strained optimization problem, which is presented in Equation 4.10, where β1, β2

represent approximating accuracy.

max
α3u.

F “ logp
ÿ

v

αuvϕuvroupiq, ovptvqs`αu0θ
i
uroupiqsq`β1 logp1´

ÿ

v

αuvq`β2
ÿ

v

logpαuvq

(4.10)
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Algorithm 4.1 Path-following Method

Input:

1: opinion sequences toup1q, oup2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , oupnuqu for each user and the posting time

is tupiq.

2: influencing neighbor set Fu for each u

3: personal opinion distribution Φ

4: state transition probability Θ

5: tolerance ε, updating step µ and maximal number of iterations I, approximating

accuracy β1, β2, learning rate γ.

Initialization:

6: initialize the influence strength with equal value αuv “
1

|Fu|`1
for v P tFu Y t0uu

7: for u=1 to N do: do

8: while β1 ą ε do: do

9: for iter=1 to I do: do

10: Compute α˚u¨ according to Equation 4.12

11: if Convergence then

12: break

13: end if

14: end for

15: update αu¨ “ α
˚
u¨, β2 “ β1 “

β1
µ

16: end while

17: end for

18: return

19: αuv and αu0 “ 1´
ř

v αuv

Because the solution of the optimization problem in Equation 4.10 is an approxi-

mated solution, we use the path-following method presented in Algorithm 4.1 [22] to

make the approximated solution close to the original solution. It iteratively solves

the unconstrained optimization problem in Equation 4.10 by decreasing the values
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of β1 and β2. In each iteration, we apply the gradient descent method to find the

optimal solution of the unconstrained problem. The starting point for the current

iteration is the optimized point found in the last iteration. The updating rule is

α‹u¨ “ αu. ` γ
BF

Bαu.
(4.11)

For the v-th element BF
Bαuv

of the derivative BF
Bαu.

is

BF

Bαuv
“

nu
ÿ

i“2

p
ϕuvroupiq, okptvqs ´ αuuθ

i
uroupiqs

p
ř

v αuvϕuvroupiq, ovptvqs ` p1´
ř

v αuvqθ
i
uroupiqs

q ´ β1
1

logp1´
ř

v αuvq
`

β2
1

ř

v logpαuvq

(4.12)

Note that the influence parameter αu. can be updated individually for each user.

It provides us the opportunity to parallelize the learning process. With more CPU

cores, the multi-parallel task could speed up.

4.5 Experiments and Discussions

4.5.1 Experimental Set-up

We conduct experiments on the dataset of popular products, i.e., “Samsung Galaxy”,

“Xbox” and “PlayStation”. The data collection method and the statistics of dataset

have been introduced in Chapter 3. For each topic, we split the collected data into

the training set and test set. The first 90% of tweets of each user are used for training

and the remaining 10% for testing. The statistics of the dataset is presented in Table

4.2.
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Table 4.2: Dataset statistics.

Method
negative neutral positive

# of instances
opinion opinion opinion

Samsung training set 11.15% 40.43% 48.42% 696916

Galaxy test set 10.31% 38.58% 38.58% 81997

Xbox
training set 16.26% 41.61% 42.13% 244787

test set 17.04% 41.21% 41.75% 29444

PlayStation
training set 11.86% 63.32% 24.82% 704238

test set 13.12% 59.31% 27.57% 80650

To evaluate the performances of sentiment prediction, the metric we use is the

prediction accuracy, which is defined as the accuracy of correctly predicted test

instances.

Accuracy “
the number of correctly predicted tweets

the number of tweets in the testing set

For a more comprehensive analysis, we further evaluate the ability of all influence

models on predicting different sentiments. The F1 score considers both precision

and recall. It is used as the measurement on each sentiment category, including

F1 Pos for positive sentiment, F1 Neu for neutral sentiment, and F1 Neg for negative

sentiment.

4.5.2 Compared Methods

We testify TIM on its predictive ability for a user’s future sentiment. To predict

u’s sentiment, we refer to Equation 4.6. The performance of TIM is compared with

the results of one individual-based model, i.e., temporal Markov model (TMM), and

four influence-based models including Degroot, Flocking, ASLM and Voter models.

TMM (Temporal Markov Model): It assumes that an individual’s next senti-

ment is only decided by her/his most frequent sentiment observed in the past. The
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assumption is consistent with the temporal Markov assumption proposed in Section

4.4. Formally,

ôupiq “ arg max
o
θiu

Degroot: It is a classical opinion influence model that describes opinion influ-

ence as an aggregation process. It assumes that a user takes the averaged sentiments

of her/his neighbors as her/his new sentiment [46]. Different from TIM that charac-

terizes opinion as discrete sentiment polarity, the Degroot model represents opinion

as a continuous score. At each timestamp tupiq, the updated opinion supiq is the

average of the sentiment scores of her/his neighbors, which is denoted as:

supiq “ αu0supi´ 1q `
ÿ

vPFu

αuvsvptvq

where supi´ 1q represents the sentiment score of u’s previous tweet and svptvq repre-

sents the most recently published sentiment of u’s neighbor v before tupiq. αu0 and

αuv represent u’s stubbornness and interpersonal influence between u and v, respec-

tively, which are similar to the parameter A in TIM. Similar to TIM, the parameter

αu¨ satisfies
ř

vPFu
αuv ` αu0 “ 1 and αuv ą 0, αu0 ą 0. The sentiment scores used

in the Degroot model are obtained with the opinion processing method presented in

Chapter 3. Given the predicted sentiment score, we could infer the sentiment polar-

ity, i.e., a positive sentiment value indicates positive opinion, a negative sentiment

indicates a negative opinion and the zero value indicates the neutral opinion.

Flocking: It is a variant of the Degroot model with the assumption that a user

u only trusts those neighbors who have similar opinions with her/himself [75]. Given

the past sentiments of all users, we construct the trusted neighbor set Fuptrustq for

each user u.

Fuptrustq “ t||su ´ sv| ď ε and v P Fuu

where su and sv represent the averaged sentiment score of user u and her/his neighbor
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v. A user u takes the averaged sentiment of her/his trusted neighbors, i.e.,

supiq “ αu0supi´ 1q `
ÿ

vPFuptrustq

αuvsvptvq

AsLM: It is the state-of-the-art opinion influence model proposed by [44], which

has been demonstrated to be superior to other opinion influence models on senti-

ment prediction. It has the assumption similar to Degroot except that the influence

strength αu0 and αuv have no boundary and are allowed to be positive, negative or

zero.

Voter: Different from previous three methods that represent opinions with con-

tinuous values of sentiment, the Voter model [40, 77], like our TIM, represents opinion

with discrete sentiment polarity. We choose a variant of the voter model that follows

the majority rule [97]. In this method, at each timestamp tupiq, u selects the major

sentiment occurring in the set toupi ´ 1q, o1pt1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ovptvq, ¨ ¨ ¨ u, where v P Fu and

tupi´ 1q ă tv ă tupiq.

4.5.3 Overall Performances

The experimental results are reported in Table 4.3. Over the three topics, TIM

consistently achieves better performances than both individual-based method and

opinion influence models in sentiment prediction. We have the following findings.

First, we find that TIM achieves better results compared with state-of-the-art

opinion influence models in terms of all evaluation metrics. Most of the theoretical

opinion influence models simplify the opinion influence process as an aggregation

process. However, they lack the ability to uncover the temporal properties of user

interactions. The better performances of TIM prove that temporal interactions are

important for understanding the opinion influence process and are well captured by

the proposed model.
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Table 4.3: Performances on three products.
(a) Samsung Galaxy

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

TMM 0.6408 0.1341 0.7153 0.5998

Degroot 0.5772 0.1688 0.6857 0.4408

Flocking 0.5819 0.2414 0.6939 0.3950

AsLM 0.5481 0.1555 0.6826 0.4597

Voter 0.5822 0.1773 0.6593 0.5425

TIM 0.6576 0.1683 0.7276 0.6305

(b) Xbox

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

TMM 0.5591 0.1875 0.6124 0.5699

Degroot 0.4893 0.1801 0.5897 0.4265

Flocking 0.4407 0.0861 0.5621 0.2298

AsLM 0.4935 0.1963 0.7233 0.3056

Voter 0.5116 0.1861 0.5471 0.5308

TIM 0.5712 0.2349 0.6390 0.5858

(c) PlayStation

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

TMM 0.6526 0.1661 0.7716 0.4551

Degroot 0.6115 0.0701 0.7510 0.2023

Flocking 0.2023 0.1037 0.7332 0.1789

AsLM 0.5707 0.1985 0.7216 0.3571

Voter 0.5443 0.2481 0.6543 0.4603

TIM 0.6667 0.2205 0.7811 0.4705

Second, we find that the performances of the four influence-based models vary a

lot in the three topics, and it is hard to say which model performs the best on all the

evaluation metrics. The existing opinion influence models are developed according to

their assumption on the final state of a dynamic system. They cannot be generalized

to model opinion influence on different topics. However, our proposed model achieves
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a balanced performance on all evaluation metrics.

Third, we also find that TIM outperforms the individual-based model TMM in

terms of all evaluation metrics on three products. It demonstrates that opinion

influence actually exists during a user’s decision making process. Opinion influence

is well characterized by the two interaction-based opinion influence indicators.

Finally, we also find that though the individual-based TMM achieves good result

on the overall prediction accuracy, its prediction ability on the negative sentiment

prediction is bad compared with the influence-based methods. It demonstrates that

opinion influence plays an important role in getting people to form negative impres-

sions on the brand or product. As told in the consumer studies [118], the greater

importance is given to the negative information than to positive information in the

general evaluation of a given product/brand. It is very important for companies to

manage their negative images, which is better foretasted by the opinion influence

models.

4.5.4 Evaluations on Interpersonal Influence

Most existing influence studies focused on measuring the global influence of each user,

but the interpersonal influence between each user pair has not been fully explored.

After modeling opinion influence with TIM, interpersonal influence is captured and

formulated by the parameter A. In this section, we conduct an experiment to further

evaluate the learned interpersonal influence. Because interpersonal influence is diffi-

cult to be evaluated directly, we still rely on the task of future sentiment prediction.

We develop two variants of TIM, which use different approaches to measure interper-

sonal influence. TIM is compared with these two variants to verify the effectiveness

of the learned interpersonal influence.

TIM S1: It assumes that each user has the same influence on all her/his fol-

lowers, which is popularly used in social media analysis [170]. This assumption is
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Table 4.4: Evaluations on interpersonal influence .
(a) Samsung Galaxy

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

TIM S1 0.6292 0.1630 0.7012 0.6066

TIM S2 0.6454 0.1569 0.7164 0.6224

TIM 0.6576 0.1683 0.7276 0.6305

(b) Xbox

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

TIM S1 0.5452 0.2380 0.6198 0.5547

TIM S2 0.5565 0.2196 0.6263 0.5709

TIM 0.5712 0.2349 0.6390 0.5858

(c) PlayStation

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

TIM S1 0.6414 0.2153 0.7580 0.4552

TIM S2 0.6507 0.2042 0.7655 0.4556

TIM 0.6667 0.2205 0.7811 0.4705

basically in accordance with the studies that measure the overall social influence for

every user. We employ the PageRank algorithm [129] to learn the influence power

of each individual user u. For each u, the normalized influence power of u and u’s

neighbors v are defined as the influence strength αu0 and αuv.

TIM S2: It is the other variant of TIM. Different from TIM S1, TIM S2 assumes

that each user u is equally influenced by all his/her friends. It is also a popularly

used assumption in social influence analysis [142]. In TIM S2, αuv “ αu0 “
1

|Fu|`1

for v P Fu.

The experimental results are presented in Table 4.4. TIM S1 that calculates

users’ influence power based on the network structure is a bit worse than TIM S2

that has the equal influence assumption. This suggests the shortcoming of judging

influence only from the network structure without considering the effects of influence
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in real online communication. Compared with both TIM S1 and TIM S2, TIM that

captures interpersonal influence from communication traces performs the best. It

demonstrates the reasonability of our influence assumption, and the effectiveness of

TIM in learning interpersonal influence.

4.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we address the issue of learning opinion influence from users’ temporal

interactions. A framework is developed by temporally correlating the opinion dy-

namics of network users. Furthermore, two assumptions specific to social interactions

are integrated into the framework, which are the temporal Markov assumption and

interaction-based opinion influence assumption. The experiment results demonstrate

the effectiveness of the temporal opinion model, especially in uncovering temporal

dynamics of user interactions.
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Chapter 5

Content-based Opinion Influence

Modeling

5.1 Chapter Overview

In Chapter 4, opinion influence is studied from a dynamic point of view, where

opinion influence is characterized as the correlation between users’ opinion dynamics

during the long-term interactions. We have proved that understanding the proper-

ties of temporal interactions is of great importance for opinion influence estimation.

However, there exist many communication rounds during the long-term social inter-

actions, and a comprehensive understanding of each communication round remains

incomplete. In this chapter, we take a closer look at the important elements in each

communication round, and explore their effects on opinion influence modeling.

As stated in the area of business communication1, one communication round is

usually composed of two important elements as shown in Figure 5.1. They are the

message, which is the transmitted information during the communication and the

involved users who possess different personalities and identities. A communication

round can be described as follows: a sender writes a message of information, and

transmits it to a receiver. After the receiver receives the information, s/he will give a

1http://managementstudyguide.com/components-of-communication-process.htm
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Sender Message Receiver

Figure 5.1: Two elements in the communication round

response. Considering opinion influence is the result of communication, understand-

ing the communication process would benefit modeling of opinion influence.

The main purpose of communication is to transmit messages, which contains the

information a person would like to convey to her/his audience. In existing studies on

opinion influence, a message is summarized as the sentiment polarity, but the textual

content that truly reflects the information a user receives from her/his neighbors is

totally ignored. We are the first to explore the effects of the content information in

social interactions and utilize it to model opinion influence process.

Besides, the involved users including senders and receivers are the other important

element in a communication round. A sender is a person who makes use of the

symbols (e.g., words) to convey the message to other users, and a receiver is a person

who reads the message from a specific sender and gives the feedback. On social media,

users possess different personalities and each kind of personality has its own effect

on communication. For example, a sender, as an expert, who states professional

reviews on a product, would have a higher possibility to change receiver’s opinions.

A receiver, as a fan towards a product who has a strong belief in the product is

difficult to be influenced by other users. Thus, understanding users’ personalities

and their identities help us to understand their behaviors during the communication

and further to capture opinion influence.

In the following sections, we start by a neural opinion influence model, which is
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the first to utilize the advances of neural networks to understand opinion influence

from the textual content (Section 5.2). Furthermore, based on the neural opinion

influence model, we show how to incorporate the different identities of participants

into opinion influence modeling (Section 5.3).

5.2 Neural Opinion Influence Model

5.2.1 Introduction

On most social media platforms, people exchange their views by posting and replying

through textual messages. For example, Epinion, a review website, allows people

to write their own experiences of purchases; Quora, a community Q&A platform,

offers opportunities for people to ask questions in natural language and people can

also answer the questions posted by others by writing their point of views. The

User-generated-content (UGC) created by users appears as an important component

during their communication, and it provides fruitful information to capture opinion

influence between users and explains how users form or change their opinions.

The existing influence models including the temporal opinion influence model

proposed in Chapter 4 characterize opinions in the form of either discrete categories

of sentiment polarities, such as positive, negative and neutral sentiments [75, 58, 44],

or continuous scales of opinion strengths [40, 46, 28, 179]. However, the summarized

opinion states cannot effectively reflect the reason why a user changes her/his opinion

when the content information is totally ignored. Even if two messages have the same

sentiment, different content information may result in different effects on others’

opinions. We take two postings about the product “Samsung Galaxy” as examples.

(1): I can’t post gifs on this stupid Galaxy S6.

(2): Just lost my new Galaxy S6 and very sad.

Here, (1) expresses a complaint to a problem related to the picture-posting func-
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tion provided by the product, which may make other users have an unfavorable

impression on the product. On the other hand, (2) simply expresses the personal

feeling of sadness and regret due to the loss of the product. There is no bad effect on

“Samsung Galaxy” transmitted through this message at all. The above two exam-

ples show that the summarized sentiment of the opinion, i.e., the negative sentiment

in these cases, is not able to differentiate the opinion effects of different content on

other users. Hence, it is necessary to well understand the role of content information

in the opinion influence process.

Hence, the problem of opinion influence modeling becomes discovering the under-

lying relevance between a person’s opinion and the received content information from

her/his neighbors. The intuitive solution is to employ the co-occurrence patterns of

one’s opinion and her/his neighboring messages. However, as the data grows, the

patterns of co-occurrences can be sparse and ineffective for prediction. Vector rep-

resentations of words and phrases have been successfully applied in many Natural

Language Processing (NLP) tasks [13, 100, 37]. By encoding the semantic infor-

mation, word embedding makes it possible to overcome the problem of “curse of

dimensionality”.

Therefore, we propose a Neural Opinion Influence Model (NIM) by vectorizing

the discrete words with continuous vectors. As far as we know, we are the first to

employ the Neural Network (NN) advances in opinion influence modeling. In NIM,

we focus on the textual messages exchanged in each communication round and follow

the assumption used in existing opinion influence models, which only considers the

most recently received information for prediction. Each opinion word is represented

as a dense vector in the continuous space. We then compose the opinion word

vectors of one’s previous message and her/his neighboring messages to form the

social opinion context vector and feed the vector to a softmax layer for sentiment

prediction. Two social relation factors including stubbornness and interpersonal
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influence are integrated to construct the social opinion context vector. The proposed

neural opinion influence model bears similarities with the neural language model

[13]. In the scenario of the opinion influence process, we regard the neighboring

opinions and one’s previous opinion as the “contexts”, and the “target” is one’s

future opinion sentiment. The model has a more complex framework since the factors

including stubbornness and interpersonal influence are considered together with word

embeddings.

Different from previous state-based opinion influence models, NIM considers the

textual information included in opinions, which better depicts the opinion influence

process. In the experiments conducted on Twitter datasets, NIM performs better

than other state-of-the-art opinion influence models. Besides, the analysis of the

users’ expressions with different influence powers increases the interpretability of the

opinion influence model. It could provide references for companies to understand the

different effects of different wordings in order to better manage their social accounts.

5.2.2 Related Work in Word Representation Learning

Word representation learning is to represent an individual word wi with a vector

vi. A straightforward approach is one-hot representation [64], which uses an N -

dimension vector to represent the word wi, and N is the size of the lexicon. The ith

element of the vector is one and the other elements are zero. However, the simple

one-hot representation is sparse when the size of the word lexicon increases. Besides,

only the index of the word is included in the one-hot representation. The semantic

information of the word is not captured.

In recent years, learning word representations with neural networks achieves great

performances on a variety of natural language processing tasks, e.g., machine trans-

lation [9, 36, 110], dialogue generation [147, 78, 105], question answering [176, 173]

and etc. The idea of word representation was first proposed by Bengio et al., with
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a probabilistic neural language model [13]. The model simultaneously learned the

distributed representation for each word along with the joint probability function of

a word sequence according to the learned word representations. Given the contex-

tual words of a specific word wi, the model first embeded all contextual words into

their dense representations by looking up into an embedding matrix. The contextual

word vectors were concatenated and then fed into a feed-forward neural network.

The probability of the word wi occurring along with the contextual words was then

predicted by a softmax layer. The embedding matrix and the parameters of the

neural network were learned with a back-propagation method. The learned word

representations provided an effective way to sufficiently capture the semantic mean-

ing of words and to cope with the “curse of dimensionality” problem.

Later, based on the neural language model, several techniques were developed

to improve the efficiency of word representation learning using large-scale corpora.

Bengio and Secenal [14] proposed a new learning technique based on importance

sampling, which optimized the model with the observed positive examples and the

sampled negative examples. Considering the large dimension of the lexicon, Morin

[119] proposed a hierarchical softmax function to effectively reduce the number of

parameters in the output layer. In 2013, Mikolov et al. [116, 115] introduced two

popular frameworks for learning word representation, including the continuous bag-

of-words (CBOW) and continuous skip-gram. The CBOW model predicted the cur-

rent word based on the embeddings of its contextual words, while the skip-gram

model predicted the contextual words given the embedding of the current word. The

two approaches were later released to the public in a widely-used word2vec toolkit

for academia and industry use.

A lot of researchers also focused on utilizing different kinds of techniques to

capture richer semantic information. For example, Levy and Goldberg incorporated

the syntactic contexts that were derived from a dependency parse-tree [103] into the
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word embedding model. Li and Jurafsky proposed a model to learn multi-sense of

word embeddings [104]. Recently, more and more studies were developed to learn

the task-specific representations, such as word embedding for sentiment classification

[155], or for document classification [177]. The learned word representations heavily

relied on the application where it was used. Our work focuses on learning the opinion-

specific word representations tailored for sentiment prediction on social media.

The learned word representations provide the opportunities for researchers to

obtain the phrase-level and sentiment level representations by composing all vectors

of words in a phrase or a sentence. A basic composition method is to use the weighted

average of all word vectors [180, 116]. In [116], they used a simple data-driven

approach, where the phrases were formed based on the unigram and bigram counts

of the words. Further considering the syntactic structure of phrases or sentences, a

method combining words according to their dependencies in the syntactic tree was

proposed [149]. Different from the existing composition method, which only considers

the semantic and syntactic structure, we propose a social composition method. It

combines individual opinions to form an opinion context by considering two social-

related factors, including stubbornness and interpersonal influence.

Table 5.1: Definition of notations

Notation Description

V a set of |V | “ N users.

Fu a set of u’s neighbors in the network.

Su “ tWup1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Wupnuqu a sequence of u’s posting records.

Wupiq opinion words included in u’s i-th message

oupiq the sentiment of u’s i-th message.

tupiq the time u publishes the i-th message.

Cupiq “ tC
1
upiq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C

v
upiq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C

mu
u piqu

neighboring opinions u takes as the reference

to change her/his future opinion
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5.2.3 Problem Formulation

The notations used in this section are summarized in Table 5.1. For each user

u P V , her/his posting message at time stamp tupiq is represented by the set

Wupiq “ tWu,1piq, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Wu,|Wupiq|piqu, which contains all the opinions words included

in the message. All messages posted by u constitute a posting sequence Su “

tWup1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Wupnuqu. Considering the information from one’s neighbors is an im-

portant factor for a user to change her/his opinions, we construct the set Cupiq to

include the information that triggers u to change her/his next opinion. It contains

the most recent opinions u receives from each neighbor F v
u since tupi ´ 1q, which

is denoted by WF v
u
ptvq. Here tv satisfies that tupi ´ 1q ă tv ă tupiq. For brevity,

we write the set as Cupiq “ tC1
upiq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C

v
upiq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C

mu
u piqu. Each element Cv

upiq

is a set of opinion words included in the message WF v
u
ptvq and is represented by

Cv
upiq “ tC

v
u,1piq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C

v
u,|Cv

upiq|
piqu. If there exists no posting from neighbor v during

the time period, Cv
upiq is an empty set.

We assume that a user’s opinion at a particular timestamp is determined by the

new information s/he receives from neighbors and the opinion s/he holds before. The

problem of sentiment prediction is defined as follows. Given the neighboring opinion

information u receives in previous timestamp Cupiq and her/his previous personal

opinion Wupi ´ 1q, the objective is to uncover opinion influence between users and

use it to predict the future sentiment oupiq of u at the timestamp tupiq.

5.2.4 Proposed Model

We propose a novel neural opinion influence model relying on representation learning

to solve the sentiment prediction problem. The model is based on the feed-forward

neural network. It starts with a word embedding layer, where each opinion word
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is mapped to a dense vector. A hidden layer follows with a composition layer to

construct the social opinion context vector by concerning the social relation factors.

Afterwards, the social opinion context vector is used to predict the user’s future

sentiment in the output layer. The graphical illustration of the proposed model is

shown in Figure 5.2.

Word Embedding Layer

An intuitive solution to predict the future sentiment is to uncover the correlation

between the next sentiment and the combination of the received opinion information

including the personal prior message Wupi ´ 1q as well as the neighboring opinion

sequence Cupiq. With the growth of the vocabulary of opinion words, the number of

possible combinations of the discrete opinion words grows exponentially and many

of them may not be observed in the dataset. A fundamental problem called “curse of

dimensionality” will happen [12]. Conventional classifiers such as logistic regression

[3], SVM classification [151] and etc. will unavoidably encounter the overfitting

problem when modeling the high dimensional data and the classification performance

will be harmed. To overcome the challenge raised by the curse of dimensionality,

the dimensionality reduction is required. Recently, word embedding achieves great

performances in natural language processing tasks [13, 116] not only because of its

ability to reduce the dimensionality of word vocabulary, but also due to its ability

to preserve the semantic information. The word embedding provides a convenient

way to represent the joint distribution of discrete words by mapping the discrete

opinion words to the dense and continuous vectors. Thus, we resort to the word

embedding techniques to capture the role of content information in opinion influence

modeling. We convert the bag-of-word representation Wj into a dense and low-

dimensional vector wj by an embedding projection matrix Φ P Rdwˆv, where v is
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the total number of opinion words.

wj “ ΦWj (5.1)

Given the embedding matrix Φ, the personal prior opinion Wupi ´ 1q can be easily

represented by the vector pupi´ 1q.

pupi´ 1q “

|Wupiq|
ÿ

j“1

ΦWu,jpi´ 1q (5.2)

where pupi´ 1q P Rdw .

Similarly, each element Cv
upiq included in the neighboring opinion set Cupiq is also

converted to the summation over the representations of all opinion words, which is

denoted by svupiq.

svupiq “

|Cv
upiq|
ÿ

j“1

ΦCv
u,jpiq (5.3)

Social Opinion Context Composition

At each timestamp tupiq, user u holds a prior opinion and decides to update her/his

opinion towards a specific topic after receiving the opinions from her/his neighbors.

After representing the messages with dense vectors, the information that affects a

user’s future opinion can be formulated as the composition over the personal prior

opinion vector pupi´ 1q and the neighboring opinion vector svupiq.

Traditional composition methods form the phrase or sentence vector by combin-

ing word vectors with the weights obtained from the data, or applying the matrix

transformation to the concatenation of word vectors [100]. In this work, we propose

a composition method utilizing two social relation factors that have been commonly

considered in previous influence models [43, 44]. The social relation factors include

stubbornness and interpersonal influence between users. The stubbornness factor de-

scribes how much a person insists on her/his previous opinion, and the interpersonal
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influence factor represents the strength of influence a neighbor exerts on the user.

Considering interpersonal influence has the linear property [44], the model averages

the personal prior opinion vector pupi´ 1q and the neighboring opinion vector svupiq

with the social relation factors. Formally, it is denoted as follows.

cupiq “ tanhpαu0qpupi´ 1q `
mu
ÿ

v“1

tanhpαuvqs
v
upiq (5.4)

where αuv represents the interpersonal influence on user u’s opinion from the vth

neighbor, and αu0 represents u’s stubbornness.

Note that in the previous study, the social relation factors αu. are assumed to

represent the probabilities that a person selects the opinions from her/his neighbors.

Thus, its value should be between 0 and 1. In this study, the proposed framework

based on neural network is more flexible to consider opinion influence. We allow

opinion influence be either positive or negative. The idea of polarity-related influence

was firstly proposed by [44], and was proved quite effective for sentiment prediction

on social network. The positive influence happens when a user trusts her/his friend

and s/he will accept the opinion of her/his friend and express the same one. The

negative influence implies that a user gets influenced by her/his friend, but to the

opposite direction. Thus, the two social relation factors are limited between -1 and 1

by using a tangent function in Equation 5.5, which allows both positive and negative

influence.

tanhpαuvq “
eαuv ´ e´αuv

eαuv ` e´αuv
(5.5)

Sentiment Prediction

Finally, the opinion context vector cupiq is taken as the features to predict the future

sentiment in the output layer. The output layer of our approach is expressed by the
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following equation.

P poupiq|cupiqq “ σpV cupiq ` bq (5.6)

σ is a softmax function, which represents the probability of z belonging to the jth

class.

σpzqj “
ezj

řk“O
k“1 e

zk
(5.7)

where V P ROˆdw , and b P RO. O is the number of sentiment, and it is set 3 in the

study.

Learning

The model is parameterized by the social relation factors α, the word embedding

matrix Φ, and the output parameters V , b. The objective function to be maximized

is the log-likelihood of all opinion behavior sequences defined in Equation 5.8.

LpOq “
N
ÿ

u“1

nu
ÿ

i“1

logP poupiq|Cupiq,Wupi´ 1qq (5.8)

We learn the model parameters using the stochastic gradient decent (SGD) algo-

rithm. The dimensionality of the word embedding dw is set to 30. During the

training phrase, we normalize the gradients if the norm exceeds 1 [134]. The train-

ing phrase stops when the training error has a decrease less than 1 or reaches the

maximum iteration length of 100. The model is implemented by the Theano library

[10].

5.2.5 Experiments and Discussions

Experimental Set-up

To demonstrate the effectiveness of exploring content information in opinion influence

modeling, we compare NIM with the state-based opinion influence models, including
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Degroot, Flocking, Voter and AsLM, which have been introduced in Section 4.5.2

in details. To further verify the effectiveness of the word representation and the

proposed neural network framework, we develop another two content-based opinion

influence models. One is Content SVM, which is implemented with LIBSVM [27].

The model trains the SVM classifier individually for each user by taking all the

neighboring opinion words and the opinion words in one’s previous tweet as the

features. Because SVM does not have the ability to learn the word representations,

the one-hot representation of each word is used as the features. To be consistent with

the linear influence assumption, the linear kernel is used in SVM training process.

The other content-based model NIM noEmb is a variant of NIM, which employs

the same framework as NIM, but utilizes the one-hot vector to represent each opinion

word instead of the dense word embedding. The parameters of each model are set

for their best performances experimentally.

We follow the same way to split the training and test sets as described in Chapter

4. The prediction accuracy and the F1 score on three sentiment polarities are used

as the evaluation metrics.

Performance Evaluation

The results are presented in Table 5.2. In short, we observe the following findings.

First, we find that NIM and its variant NIM noEmb perform better than all the

compared methods in all three topics and on almost all evaluation metrics. Specif-

ically, the improvements compared with the best competitors on the positive sen-

timent prediction are 17.2% for the topic ”Samsung Galaxy”, 13.1% for the topic

”Xbox” and 11.2% for the topic ”Samsung Galaxy”. The results verify that the con-

tent information actually provides a better way to understand the opinion influence

process, and our proposed Neural Network framework provides an effective way to

understand the content information, as well as capture the opinion influence
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Table 5.2: Performances on three products.
(a) Samsung Galaxy

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

Degroot 0.5772 0.1688 0.6857 0.4408

Flocking 0.5819 0.2414 0.6939 0.3950

AsLM 0.5481 0.1555 0.6826 0.4597

Voter 0.5822 0.1773 0.6593 0.5425

Content SVM 0.5771 0.1436 0.6732 0.4918

NIM noEmb 0.6434 0.1392 0.7243 0.6310

NIM 0.6590 0.2075 0.7306 0.6357

(b) Xbox

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

Degroot 0.4893 0.1801 0.5897 0.4265

Flocking 0.4407 0.0861 0.5621 0.2298

AsLM 0.4935 0.1963 0.7233 0.3056

Voter 0.5116 0.1861 0.5471 0.5308

Content SVM 0.5586 0.2004 0.6106 0.5972

NIM noEmb 0.5528 0.2143 0.6127 0.5783

NIM 0.5694 0.2346 0.6272 0.6002

(c) PlayStation

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

Degroot 0.6115 0.0701 0.7510 0.2023

Flocking 0.2023 0.1037 0.7332 0.1789

AsLM 0.5707 0.1985 0.7216 0.3571

Voter 0.5443 0.2481 0.6543 0.4603

Content SVM 0.5556 0.2010 0.7458 0.4616

NIM noEmb 0.6554 0.1233 0.7730 0.5106

NIM 0.6653 0.1301 0.7813 0.5136

Second, we also note that NIM performs much better than both content-based

methods including Content SVM and NIM noEmb. Though the content informa-

tion is considered in both methods, the content information is represented by the
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bag-of-word representation. Without considering the correlations among different

words, the bag-of-word representation is ineffective to capture the semantic informa-

tion. The superior performance of NIM demonstrates the power of word embedding

in using the semantic information and modeling opinion influence. Besides, we also

find that NIM noEmb achieves better results compared with another content-based

model Content SVM, which uses the same features as NIM noEmb. The better per-

formances demonstrate the effectiveness of the neural network framework in modeling

opinion influence.

Third, we also observe that though NIM gains a significant improvement on the

prediction of the positive sentiment but a bit weak on the prediction of negative

opinions. According to Table 4.2, the percentage of tweets in each dataset is less

than 20%, and even about 10% for the topic ”Samsung Galaxy”. Because there

are only a small amount of messages that express the negative opinions about the

product, it maybe difficult for NIM to sufficiently learn the mechanism about how

negative opinion formation.

Analysis of Wording of Influential Users

With the learned model, the companies could get the insights into how to become

an influential voice on the social media by improving their wordings. We analyze

different expressions used by users with different social opinion influence degrees

in the network. Based on the learned interpersonal influences α, we calculate the

influence strengths of Twitter users by averaging their outgoing influence strengths

on their followers.

INFv “

ř

u αuv
Nu

(5.9)

where v P Fu for all u P V , and Nu is the number of users who follow v.

Based on the influence strengths INFv, we divide users into three groups. The
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users with influence strengths more than 0.5 are categorized as the positively influen-

tial users. The users with influence strengths less than -0.5 represent the negatively

influential users. The remaining users are regarded as the ordinary users with little

influence. Finally, users with strong positive influence possess 5% among all users,

and users with strong negative influence possess 2%.

We then extract the highly frequent opinion words from the users in the groups

with positive influence and negative influence. The results show that the positively

influential users more likely utilize the words describing the facts, e.g., “security”,

“special” and “impress”. However, the tweets posted by strong negatively influential

users are more emotional with the words like “Woo”, “Wow” or the emoticons “o o”.

The analysis indicates that the detailed information about the products tends to

make positive effects, while heavily emotional expressions may annoy people and

influence them to the opposite direction.

5.2.6 Conclusions

In this section, we report to characterize the users’ tweets with detailed opinion con-

tent instead of discrete sentiment polarities. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first attempt to incorporate the content information into opinion influence modeling.

The proposed model based on the feed-forward neural network framework is capable

of learning the opinion word representations, which encode the semantic information

of the opinions words, and learning interpersonal influence from opinion behaviors

of all users. The experiments conducted on the Twitter datasets demonstrate the

effectiveness of our proposed model on sentiment prediction. We also analyze the

wording of the users with different influence powers. It certainly provides grateful

insights for the companies to manage their account on social media. In the next

section, we will further explore the effects of content information in opinion influence

modeling by completing the details of communication process with users’ identities.
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5.3 Dual-identity Opinion Influence Model

5.3.1 Introduction

In the previous section, we have explored the role of the content information in opin-

ion influence modeling. The texts as the carrier of users’ opinions benefit us a lot in

understanding how a person changes her/his opinions after communication. In the

meanwhile, as discussed in Section 5.1, the user identity is also an important compo-

nent to understand the influence process. Previous studies consider the unique user

identity in a social network, and their different effects in opinion influence process

are characterized by interpersonal influence. However, within the social network,

apart from being a unique person, which distinguishes an individual from others

(i.e., personal identity), a user also possesses another identity, which is her/his social

identity [182]. The social identity specifies the extent to which individuals identify

themselves in terms of group memberships. The personal identity and social identity

together provide a complete user image, and affect social interactions. As Goode-

nough suggests: “whenever a person interacts with another, he bases his actions on

what he construes to be his own and the others’ personal and social identity” [63].

These characteristics of interpersonal and intergroup social interactions are studied

in several psychological experiments [54, 158, 59]. The similar observations could

also be found in the opinion influence process. For example, a user who plays as an

“expert” in the discussion on a specific product would like to post the professional

information and suggestions to maintain her/his position within the community. The

“expert” identity would bring a person’s positive influence towards other social users.

It is beneficial that both users’ personal identity and social identity are incorporated

together to understand the opinion influence process.

Even though user dual identity would help a lot in modeling users’ behaviors, their

effects have not been quantitatively measured by researchers. Most of the efforts in
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the past were devoted to categorizing users into different social identities [112, 182].

Among these methods, network properties and exchanged textual messages are two

important indicators for characterizing different social roles 2. However, few studies

tried to distinguish how different users’ personalities affect their opinion behaviors.

We are the first to study the effect of user dual identity in shaping the opinion

influence process, and further changing people’s opinion behaviors. The focus of this

work is to model opinion influence by taking into account both personal identities

and social identities of users.

To achieve this goal, we propose a Dual Identity based opinion Influence model

(DI2), which consists of two components. One is social role detection. The other

one is opinion influence modeling. Because the criteria used to define the social

identities of the users who are interested in different topics vary, it is very difficult to

devise a unified standard to categorize users’ social identities. We cast social identity

detection to a task of user clustering. By representing users with the textual features

corresponding to their opinion contents and structural features corresponding to

their network properties, we divide users into different groups with different social

identities. The part of opinion influence modeling follows the same way as the neural

opinion influence model proposed in Section 5.2. To better depict the personalities of

users, two types of influence including individual-based influence (i.e., interpersonal

influence in Section 5.2) and group-based influence are both integrated in DI2. The

group-based influence enhances the individual-based influence, especially when the

latter is difficult to learn from the insufficient communications between two users.

Due to the interplay of social identity detection and opinion influence modeling [175],

a novel joint learning framework is proposed, which has the ability to infer users’

social identities and learn the dual identity based opinion influence model. Using

the learned DI2, the sentiment of a user’ future opinion can then be predicted. The

2Social identity and social role are two interchangeable terms in this study
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experiments demonstrate that compared with NIM, DI2 has a better ability to predict

users’ future sentiment, especially on negative sentiment prediction.

5.3.2 Related Work in Social Identity Detection

Nowadays, it is a fact that users play different social identities (or social roles)

on social media, which can be characterized as their positions, behaviors, or vir-

tual identities. In most cases, the characteristics of social identities are pre-defined.

Researchers proposed a variety of approaches to quantitatively analyze the social

identities of users in different network communities. For example, [169] analyzed

four types of editors in the Wikipedia community according to their edit histories

and egocentric network. [80] analyzed the users of the Palins email network based

on their network structure. A lot of efforts have been devoted in semi-supervised or

supervised methods to detect social identity automatically. Different classifiers were

developed based on textual or categorical information to predict user attributes on

social media [102, 112, 117, 181, 182]. The premise of this line of research was that

the social roles of users have already been labeled. However, in a real social net-

work, the labels of peoples’ social roles are usually unavailable. Also, the criteria for

identifying the social roles of users change when they are applied to different social

communities. This makes it difficult to annotate manually.

Another line of research focused on clustering methods, which grouped users into

different clusters corresponding to different social identities. Usually, the network

structure was employed to construct the feature set for clustering. The most com-

monly used features included the number of followers, the number of followees and

etc. Besides, the equivalence between users, which measured the distance between

two users [53, 20, 25, 51], homophily and triadic closure [182] were also commonly

used in the existing studies. In addition to the network properties, some work char-

acterized users according to their textual postings. Most of the research work in
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this direction can be seen as the extensions of the basic topic model (i.e., LDA) [19].

One notable work was Role-Author-Recipient-Topic [112], which identified a person’s

job title (e.g., executive assistant) in the company by analyzing the content of the

emails that people sent and/or received. The model assumed that if two persons had

similar probability distributions over their communication partners, they had the

same managerial role. Recently, [29] proposed to combine the network and textual

features together to group users according to their properties during the communica-

tion. With the similar idea, we also combine the features of network and exchanged

content to characterize social identities of users in the opinion influence process.

Though the problem of social identity detection has been studied for several

decades, exploration of their effects on human behavior modeling has been barely

examined. In 2014, Yang et al. [175] first studied how information diffusion was

influenced by the role of users. Given the detected three structural roles (i.e., opinion

leaders, structural hole spanners and ordinary users) in advance, a generative model

was developed to predict who would repost the message next. However, their study

ignored the personal identity of users and their approach cannot be directly applied

to opinion influence modeling. Different from Yang’s study, we propose a novel joint

learning framework to detect social roles and model opinion influence simultaneously.

5.3.3 Problem Formulation

The notations presented in Table 5.1 are also utilized in this section. It includes

the network relationships Fu and the records of opinion behaviors Su. Besides, we

also utilize three profile-related features to complete the description of users in social

media. They are the number of followers, the number of followees and a binary

value indicating whether a user account has been verified to be authentic or not.

For each user u, the network features are included in a vector qu. The problem

definition becomes: given the communication records including neighboring opinion
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information Cupiq and previous personal opinion Wupi´ 1q, and user profiles qu, we

aim to predict the future sentiment oupiq of user u at timestamp tupiq.

5.3.4 Proposed Model

The proposed DI2 model contains two major components, as briefly illustrated in

Figure 5.3. The backbone of social identity detection is a soft K-means clustering

algorithm, which aggregates users into different social identities according to their

profiles. Both detected social identities combined with personal identities are consid-

ered in opinion influence process. Two types of neighboring relationships including

individual-based influence and group-based influence are considered accordingly. The

opinion influence model follows the same idea as proposed in Section 5.2. It is based

on a neural network framework to take advantage of the powerful semantic repre-

sentation ability. The posting records are powerful indicators both for user profiles

and opinion changes. Thus understanding the content information is important for

both tasks. We propose a joint learning framework where social identity detection

and opinion influence modeling are learned simultaneously by sharing the same word

embeddings.

Social Identity Detection

User Representation Usually, the features of users are reflected in two aspects,

i.e., the textual features, which describe a user’s personal interests and opinions,

and the structural features, which reflect their structural positions within the whole

social network [29]. We capture an individual’s personal interests from her/his

past posting records by averaging all the messages u posted in the sequence Su “

tWup1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Wupnuqu. The word embedding technique, which is used in the previous

section to avoid the curse of dimensionality problem, is also used here to represent

users’ textual features. The textual feature vector hu is represented as:
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hu “

řnu

i“1p
ř|Wupiq|
j“1 ΦWu,jpi´ 1qq

nu
(5.10)

The structural features, which depict the network status of an individual are included

in the vector qu. Given the textual features and structural features, we represent

each user with a du-dimensional vector xu.

xu “ rhu; qus (5.11)

User Clustering The popular K-means clustering algorithm [29] is utilized to ag-

gregate users with similar characteristics into the same group. The center of cluster

cj is denoted by the vector θj , and its dimension is du, which is same as the dimension

of user representation. The total number of social identities is K. Intuitively, a user

may play multiple social identities with respect to different communities or groups.

Here, we use the soft version of K-means [17, 50] to allow each user to be assigned

to multiple clusters with a probabilistic distribution zu over all the clusters. The

probabilities are calculated by the distances between a user and K cluster centers,

i.e.,

zu “ softmaxp´luq (5.12)

where each element of lu is represented by luj “ }xu ´ θj}2

Note that to better illustrate the proposed model in Figure 5.3, we only show one

assigned cluster for each user instead of presenting her/his probability distribution.

Dual-identity Opinion Influence Model

In Section 5.2, we characterize opinion influence as interpersonal influence between

each user pair. The interpersonal influence modeling is based on users’ personal iden-

tities. Though personal identity is an important factor during social interactions, the

investigation of personal identity alone is not necessarily complete to construct an
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individual’s personal image. In DI2, we explore both personal identity and social

identity in opinion influence modeling to complete the user portrait during social

interactions. Considering the dual identity, the neighboring relationship can be char-

acterized into two types of influence, i.e., individual-based influence and group-based

influence. The individual-based influence corresponds to personal identity and the

group-based influence corresponds to social identity.

The individual-based influence carries the same meaning as used in the previous

studies, which depicts the part of influence occurring when each person possesses its

own personal identity. It is represented by the matrix A P RNˆN , and constrained

by the network structure. Additionally, the group-based influence is denoted by a

matrix B “ rβijs P RKˆK , where the influence from group ci on group cj is βij. As

a user may play multiple social identities under a probabilistic distribution zv, the

group-based influence between two users v and u is:

euv “ zuBzv
T (5.13)

Both individual-based influence and group-based influence reflect the neighboring

relationship between each pair of users, and the integrated influence is represented

in Equation 5.14.

infuv “ sigmoidpλuvq ˚ αuv ` p1´ sigmoidpλuvqq ˚ euv (5.14)

sigmoidpλuvq denotes the probability to balance the contribution of individual-based

influence and group-based influence. The sigmoid function ensures the probability

between 0 and 1. On social media, the interactions between different user pairs are

various. For example, the group-based influence dominates when two users know few

about each other and have few interactions. In contrast, when two users frequently

communicate with each other, they tend to be very familiar with the other’s person-

alities, and the individual-based influence would hold a dominant position. Thus, we
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set λuv “ λ0 ` ω ˚ fuv, where λ0 is a parameter shared by all users, fuv is the inter-

action frequency between each user pair, and ω denotes the weight. The interaction

frequency fuv is measured by the percentage of the messages that u changes opinions

after receiving the opinions from v.

In addition to neighboring opinion influence, a user also tends to insist on her/his

prior opinion during the communication [44]. We use αu0 to denote the degree of

u’s stubbornness on the prior opinion. Similar to the neural opinion influence model

introduced in Section 5.2, an opinion context vector is constructed by taking the

prior messages from a user’s neighbors and her/his own as the input, and integrating

the messages with neighboring opinion influence and personal stubbornness.

cupiq “ αu0pupi´ 1q `
ÿ

v

infuvs
v
upiq (5.15)

where the personal prior opinion pupi´1q and the neighboring opinion svu are defined

in Equation 5.2 and 5.3 accordingly.

Given the opinion context vector cupiq, the output layer is a softmax function to

output the probabilities over all types of sentiment.

P poupiq|cupiqq “ softmaxpV cupiq ` bqq (5.16)

where V P ROˆdw , and b P RO. O is the number of sentiment polarities, which is 3.

Joint Learning Framework

The loss function of DI2 contains two terms. They are the loss function of neural

sentiment classification and the loss function for soft K-means clustering.

ε “ ´
N
ÿ

u“1

nu
ÿ

i“1

logP po˚upiqq `
N
ÿ

u“1

K
ÿ

j“1

zuj}xu ´ θj}2 (5.17)

where o˚upiq represents the sentiment label of u’s message at tupiq.
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Algorithm 5.1 Joint learning algorithm

1: Initialization: Maximum training iteration R, word representation Φ, cluster

center Θ, former cluster center Θ1, individual-based influence A, group-based

influence B, balance weight λ0, weight of interaction frequency ω, output pa-

rameters V , b and smooth weight δ

2: for iteration i =1,2,...,R do

3: for each batch bs do

4: Given the updated Φ in previous batch, compute user representation xu for

u P BU , where BU is the set of users included in the batch bs

5: Calculate the soft assignment zu for each user according to Equation 3.
6: Compute the new cluster center θ̂j “

1
|BU |

ř

uPBU zujxu

7: Smooth cluster centers Θ “ δΘ̂` p1´ δqΘ1

8: set Θ as Θ1

9: end for

10: Update the parameters Φ, A, B, V and b, λ0, ω with the SGD algorithm

given the cluster center Θ

11: end for

The learning algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 5.1. Mini-batch is used dur-

ing model training. In the forward pass, given the newly updated word embedding

matrix Φ in the previous batch, we update the user representations and their proba-

bilistic distributions over all the clusters in the current mini-batch. When the cluster

assignments of users have been changed, the cluster centers Θ̂ should be changed

accordingly. Considering Θ̂ is computed for the users within the current batch, it

cannot represent the partition over all users. To address the issue, we use the online

updating algorithm [107] to update cluster centers, i.e., the updated cluster center Θ

is the combination of the former cluster center Θ1 and the cluster center Θ̂ learned

from the current batch. In the backward pass, given the estimation of cluster centers

Θ, we update word embeddings and the other parameters in the opinion influence
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model with the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. The training phase

stops when the training error has a decrease less than 1 or reaches the maximum

iteration R “ 100.

5.3.5 Experiments and Discussions

Experimental Set-up

In Section 5.2, the superior performance of the neural opinion influence model to

the state-based opinion influence models has been demonstrated. In this section,

we focus on investigating the effectiveness of user dual identity in opinion influence,

and compare DI2 with another two content-based opinion influence models, which

individually consider personal identity and social identity. Besides, we also compare

DI2 with the pipeline framework to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

joint learning framework.

PI2: It is a variation of DI2 involving personal identity alone. It is the neural

opinion influence model (NIM) proposed in Section 5.2, and has achieved better

performance than the state-of-the-art opinion influence models.

SI2: It is the other variation of DI2, which considers social identity alone. In this

setting, the opinion influence infuv between two users is only decided by the group-

based influence euv identified in Equation 5.13. Thus, the opinion context vector

used in the output layer Equation 5.16 is defined as:

cupiq “ euupupi´ 1q `
ÿ

v

euvs
v
upiq (5.18)

PIPE DI2: Like DI2, PIPE DI2 bears the ability to integrate user dual iden-

tity into opinion influence modeling. Different from DI2, which clusters users’ social

identities and captures their opinion influence in a unified jointly learning frame-

work, PIPE DI2 employs a pipeline framework [175]. It divides the method into

two independent parts. The first step of the framework is to use the soft K-means
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method to aggregate users into groups. In this step, each user is represented by the

network features and the bag-of-words textual features. Given the cluster assign-

ments of users detected from the first step, the second step is to employ the opinion

influence model to learn both individual-based influence and group-based influence

for sentiment prediction.

For DI2, we set the dimension of the word embedding dw as 30, the initial values

of the balance weights λ0 and ω as 0 and 1, and the smooth weight δ as 0.5. We

experimentally set the cluster number K to 5. It is also the same as the number of the

influence roles proposed in [29] by analyzing users’ characteristics in communication.

To make a fair comparison, we use the same parameter setting for PI2, SI2, PIPE DI2

and DI2.

Performance Evaluation

As reported in Table 5.3, DI2 performs the best in almost all evaluation metrics.

Based on the results, some important findings are concluded as follows.

First, we find that dual identity better represents users. The better performance

of DI2 compared against PI2 and SI2 demonstrates that dual identities provide a more

completed representation for each user, and the two types of opinion influence derived

from dual identities better capture the relationships between user pairs during the

communication. Meanwhile, PI2 outperforms SI2, which indicates that personalities

of users play a dominant role during the process of opinion formation.

Second, we observe that the joint learning framework brings benefits. DI2 with

the joint learning framework is superior to PIPE DI2 with the pipeline framework.

With the novel joint learning framework, the tasks of opinion influence modeling and

social identity detection benefit each other by learning interactively.

Finally, DI2 copes better with the negative sentiment. Compared with positive

and neutral sentiment prediction, negative sentiment prediction achieves the lowest
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Table 5.3: Performances on three products.
(a) Samsung Galaxy

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

PI2 0.6590 0.2075 0.7306 0.6357

SI2 0.6196 0.0560 0.7138 0.5280

PIPE DI2 0.6542 0.2452 0.7214 0.6252

DI2 0.6660 0.2874 0.7304 0.6450

(b) Xbox

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

PI2 0.5694 0.2346 0.6272 0.6002

SI2 0.5497 0.0670 0.6135 0.4973

PIPE DI2 0.5447 0.2698 0.5954 0.5812

DI2 0.5823 0.3017 0.5962 0.6137

(c) PlayStation

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

PI2 0.6653 0.1301 0.7813 0.5136

SI2 0.6380 0.0752 0.7659 0.3474

PIPE DI2 0.6477 0.1586 0.7686 0.4737

DI2 0.6751 0.1957 0.7904 0.5028

results. Compared to the second best results of the content-based models, the F-

measures of DI2 on negative sentiment prediction are greatly improved by 17.2%,

11.82% and 23.39% on the topics “Samsung Galaxy”, “Xbox” and “PlayStation”,

respectively. As shown in Table 4.2, less than 20% of tweets express the negative

sentiment. The combination of dual identities allows DI2 to better “understand”

negative opinion formation when the communication records are insufficient.

5.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we focus on the exploration of content information in opinion influ-

ence modeling. The significant improvements of the proposed model compared with
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existing state-based models demonstrate the powerful ability of content information

in understanding the opinion influence process. Furthermore, we extend the neural

opinion influence model by capturing the complete user portfolios during their in-

teractions. It integrates together user personal identity and social identity to model

the opinion influence process. Considering the interplay of social identity detection

and opinion influence modeling, a joint learning framework is proposed, which cre-

atively clusters users into different groups, as well as learns neighboring relationships

between them. The effectiveness of the joint learning framework is demonstrated in

the experiments.
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Chapter 6

Content-based Sequential Opinion

Influence Modeling

6.1 Chapter Overview

In the previous two chapters, we explore the role of temporal properties and the

content information in opinion influence modeling separately and demonstrate their

effectivenesses by conducting comprehensive experiments. It is natural to go further a

step to understand the opinion influence process by collectively exploring all of them.

In this chapter, we present a unified framework built to deliver a comprehensive

understanding for the opinion influence process during the communication.

To this end, the proposed model should have the ability to track the content-

based opinion dynamics and uncover the correlation of users from their temporal

interactions. The content-based behaviors have been effectively processed by the

word embedding techniques in Chapter 5. In this way, the opinion is described as

a continuous vector. To track the temporal opinion behaviors, a temporal influence

model is proposed in Chapter 4. The model based on the coupled Markov chain is able

to cope with the sequence of discrete opinion states. However, it cannot handle the

opinion states in the form of continuous vectors. In addition, the temporal influence

model utilizes several predefined assumptions to model temporal properties, but lacks
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the ability to uncover temporal dependencies in opinion behaviors.

The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model is another effective architecture for

sequence modeling. It does not make any assumption about the sequence, but learns

the sequential properties from the data. The superiority of the recurrent neural

network over the Markov chain also has its root in the greater representation power

of neural networks, which provides the possibility to combine the content information

into sequence modeling. Extended from the basic RNN architecture, the Gated RNN

[36] and the Long Short Term Memory network (LSTM) have been developed with

the ability to select when to drop or save the historical information. The idea of the

reset gate and the update gate is also suitable for modeling the decision process of

human beings when they form opinions. For instance, the users in social media tend

to forget the irrelevant histories.

Taking advantage of the recurrent neural network, we propose a framework,

named Content-based Sequential Opinion Influence framework (CSIM) to model the

sequential opinion influence process. The opinion dynamics of each user is recorded

with an individual RNN chain. The internal state of a RNN contains all the infor-

mation related to one’s future sentiment. The opinion state transition is decided

by both long-term communication records and recent neighboring opinions, and is

implemented in the recurrent unit. Thus, the neural opinion influence model pro-

posed in Chapter 5 is extended to a setting where the opinion influence process is

sequentially captured from the opinion dynamics.

Additionally, we explore different architectural designs of the output structure

depending on different prediction strategies, and the alternative models CSIM S and

CSIM W are developed. In the previously proposed opinion influence models, the

sentiment of opinion, as the target of prediction is directly utilized as the labels

during the training process. In this chapter, the same strategy is still adopted in

the model CSIM S. Though this strategy provides a fast and straightforward way
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to correlate the related information to the future sentiment, the parameter learning

process may be harmed by the summarized sentiment labels. It is because labels

cannot sufficiently represent the opinion information included in the messages. We

furthermore deliberate the output structure, and propose a new prediction strategy

in the model CSIM W. Instead of predicting the target of sentiment, the model

first predicts the intermediate results (i.e., opinion words) and then obtains the

sentiment by summing the sentiment scores of all predicted opinion words. The

learning of CSIM W is strictly constrained by the fine-grained opinion words, which

can effectively avoid the negative influence of summarized labels.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model, we compare it with the

models introduced in previous chapters, including temporal value-based influence

models and content-based neural influence models. The models with both prediction

strategies perform better than the compared models. Especially, CSIM W achieves

the best performance, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed opinion

word-based prediction technique. We also present a number of experiments to analyze

the opinion influence problem from a variety of viewpoints.

6.2 Related Work in Recurrent Neural Network

The recurrent neural network (RNN) was first proposed by [52] to solve the problem

of modeling sequences with arbitrary lengths. Compared with the classical feed-

forward neural network (FNN), it incorporates the extra neurons and connects them

to a hidden layer like the other input neurons. The extra neurons are context neurons

that record histories of sequences. The output of FNN is fed into the context unit,

which is in turn sent to the hidden layer in the next iteration. Because of the

advantages of RNN in recording historical memories, it has been widely applied in a

variety of applications since proposed.
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When the length of sequence increases, RNN suffers from the vanishing or explod-

ing gradient problem. To alleviate the problem, a lot of variants of RNN including

LSTM [76] and GRU [36] are proposed. LSTM replaces the hidden unit with a mem-

ory block, which contains a memory cell and three gates. The three gates including

the input, output and forget gates provide the write, read and reset operations for

the cells. The hidden units allow the memory cells to access and forget the historical

information. However, the architecture of LSTM is complex and improves the cost of

training. In this situation, GRU [36] is proposed to balance the effectiveness and ef-

ficiency in sequence modeling by maintaining two gates, i.e., reset and update gates.

Both RNN and its variants have been applied in a variety of applications, including

machine translation [36, 9, 172], dialogue generation [131, 147] and opinion mining

[153, 108]. Among these applications, opinion mining [92, 155, 153] is the one most

related to our work. For example, Tang et al. [153] proposed a gated recurrent neural

network to classify the sentiment of a document. The RNN was used to compress the

document to a single vector, which was further utilized for classifying the sentiment.

However, the opinion influence mechanism behind the sentiment formation has not

been explored. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to apply the RNN

framework to capture the sequential properties of opinion dynamics.

6.3 Problem Formulation

The notations used in this chapter are presented in Table 6.1, including the network

structure and posting records. With the above notations, the opinion prediction

problem is defined as: given the communication histories before timestamp tupi´1q,

including personal posting records Supă iq and neighboring posting records Cupă iq,

our objective is to predict the future sentiment oupiq of user u at next timestamp tupiq.

The optimization problem becomes to maximize the following objective function
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consisting of the estimation of all user opinion behaviors.

LpSq “
N
ÿ

u“1

nu
ÿ

i“1

logP poupiq|Cupă iq, Supă iqq

6.4 Proposed Framework

6.4.1 Motivation

Due to the sequential properties of the opinion influence process, we propose to de-

velop a sequential model to temporally track the content-based users’ behaviors and

capture their opinion influence. At each time stamp, three crucial factors should

be considered for shaping one’s future opinion, i.e., 1) personal prior opinion influ-

ence, 2) new coming neighboring opinion influence, and 3) historical communication

influence. The first two factors have been studied in Section 5.2 and are captured

by transforming the opinion words into the word embeddings. The word embedding

techniques have been proved to be successful in not only avoiding the “curse of di-

mensionality” problem, but also uncovering the opinion influence process from the

semantic information. Then, the next challenge is how to represent the historical

communication records, and integrate it into opinion influence modeling.

During the continuous communication over the social network, all past exchanged

information can produce effects on users when they update future opinions. The

historical opinion influence at tupiq can be represented as a function of all the neigh-

boring information that u receives before tupiq and all u’s personal prior opinions.

lupiq “ fpCupă iq, Supă iqq (6.1)

We aim to find a function f having the ability to integrate the past information

iteratively over time. The RNN framework provides the possibility to maintain a

vector for each time stamp by integrating the information included in historical

sequences. Thus, it motivates us to employ the RNN architecture for capturing
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influence from historical communication. We develop a Content-based Sequential

Opinion Influence Model (CSIM) that employs the RNN techniques to encode the

historical communication, and integrates it with personal prior opinion and the new

coming neighboring opinions for discovering sequential opinion influence.

In addition, based on the CSIM framework, we propose two alternative models

with different prediction strategies. The first one is the CSIM S model using the

sentiment based prediction strategy. CSIM S obtains the probability distribution

over the three sentiments directly from the internal opinion state. In this setting,

the summarized sentiment category labels are taken as the prediction targets. The

model learns the influence parameters by exploring the correlation between the neigh-

boring opinion information a user receives and her/his future sentiment. The sum-

marized sentiments only reflect partial opinion information included in one’s future

message. The learning process constrained by the summarized sentiment labels may

not accurately estimate the influence parameters, which may lead to lower accura-

cies of prediction results. To improve the accuracy, we further develop the CSIM W

model using the opinion word based prediction strategy. CSIM W takes the fine-

grained opinion words as the prediction targets. The learning of the model is strictly

constrained by utilizing the exact opinion words as supervised labels instead of the

pre-summarized sentiments. The learned parameters by CSIM W can better describe

the mechanisms underlying opinion formation than the ones learned by CSIM S. The

overall sentiment can then be obtained by summing together the sentiment values of

all the predicted opinion words.

Sequential Modeling of Opinion Dynamics

As mentioned in the previous chapter, we obtain the contextual vector cupiq at each

time stamp by combining the vectors of one’s personal prior opinion pupi ´ 1q and

her/his neighboring opinion vector supiq. The contextual vector summarizes the most
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recent information a user would like to take as the reference for her/his next opinion.

Thus, the current internal opinion state hupiq could be computed by combining cupiq

with the information already processed, i.e., the historical opinion influence vector

lupi´ 1q.

hupiq “ fplupi´ 1q, cupiqq (6.2)

where hupiq P Rdh , and dh is the dimension of the internal state. The current internal

opinion state hupiq compresses all the relevant information during the communica-

tion, which can be taken as historical opinion influence lupiq for updating the next

opinion at tupi`1q. Hence, lupi´1q could be replaced by the internal state hupi´1q

at tupi´ 1q, and the updating rule becomes:

hupiq “ fphupi´ 1q, cupiqq (6.3)

The first internal opinion state hup0q is initiated with a zero vector.

The transformation function f for a standard recurrent neural network is usually

a non-linear function, such as hyperbolic tangent:

hupiq “ tanhpWrrhupi´ 1q; cupiqs ` brq (6.4)

where Wr P Rdhˆpdh`dwq, and br P Rdh , and dw is the dimension of the opinion word

vector.

Though the standard recurrent neural network could successfully handle the his-

tory information, it suffers from the vanishing gradient problem [15, 135]. The prob-

lem is that, in some cases, the gradient will be vanishingly small, and prevent the

parameters to change. In the worst case, this may completely stop the neural net-

work from further training. To address this problem, several complex transformation

functions or recurrent units are proposed, such as the Long Short-Term Memory

(LSTM) [76] and the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [36]. These recurrent units ef-

fectively allow the internal state to drop the irrelevant information for the future
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state, or to reserve the relevant history, thus, allowing a more compact representa-

tion. In our proposed model, we choose to use GRU, which has been proved more

effective than the simple transformation function used in RNN and has an affordable

computation cost [39]. The GRU is formally expressed as follows:

rupiq “ sigmoidpIrcupiq `Hrhupi´ 1qq (6.5)

dupiq “ sigmoidpIdcupiq `Hdhupi´ 1qq (6.6)

gupiq “ tanhpIccupiq `Hcprupiq ¨ hupi´ 1qq (6.7)

hupiq “ p1´ dupiqq ¨ hupi´ 1q ` dupiq ¨ gupiq (6.8)

where Ir, Id, Ic P Rdhˆdw , and Hr,Hd,Hc P Rdh .

Two important gates in GRU control the long-term and short-term memories,

respectively. The reset gate ru is responsible for dropping the part of information

that is not relevant to the future. It is similar to the forgetting scheme of human

beings. As time goes, it is difficult for people to remember all past events, and they

will inevitably forget some old stories that are irrelevant to their future decisions.

Meanwhile, the update gate du is to control whether or not the new coming infor-

mation should be kept in the internal state hupiq. When the short-term received

information is useless for a user’s future opinions, the update gate will be pushed

close to 0, and the previous internal state hupi´1q will be kept as the current internal

state.

6.4.2 Prediction Strategy

Based on the CSIM framework, we now introduce the models utilizing two alternative

prediction strategies, i.e., the sentiment based prediction strategy (CSIM S) and the

opinion word based prediction strategy (CSIM W).
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Sentiment based Prediction

Output Structure: Given the internal opinion state hupiq, which represents the

features for predicting future sentiment, the output layer for the CSIM S is a softmax

function σ that output probabilities over all categories of sentiment. The graphical

representation of CSIM S is presented in Figure 6.1.

P poupiq|hupiqq “ σpV hupiq ` bqq (6.9)

and

σpzqj “
ezj

řK
k“1 e

zk
(6.10)

where V P RKˆdh , and b P RK . K is the number of sentiment polarities, which is

set to 3.

Learning: The CSIM S is parameterized by the social influence factors α, the word

representation Φ for each opinion word, the parameters for gated recurrent unit Ir,

Id, Ic, Hr, Hd, Hc, and the output parameters V and b. The objective function

to be maximized is the log-likelihood of the sequences of opinion sentiments. It is

defined as below.

LpSq “
N
ÿ

u“1

nu
ÿ

i“1

logP poupiq|Cupă iq, Supă iqq (6.11)

We compute the gradients using the back-propagation through time (BPTT) algo-

rithm [145]. Then the parameters are updated by Adam [94], i.e., a variant of the

stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm.

Opinion Word based Prediction

The model CSIM S takes the sentiment category label oupiq as the ground-truth

in learning (see Equation 6.11). The label only represents the sentiment polarity
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of an opinion expression. It cannot reflect the opinion content information. Such

summarized sentiment may harm the understanding of opinion dynamics and thus

affect the accuracy of the predicted results. For example, there are two users A and

B with the relationship that A follows B. One day, A posts a message:

“I really like the design of new Samsung Galaxy Note”.

After reading it, B posts:

“I like the new Samsung Galaxy. Sadly, no store here to buy it.”

Summarized by the lexicon-based sentiment analysis method, the sentiment of

B’s posting is negative. Because of the positive sentiment of A’s posting, the learned

influence between A and B is negative. However, the fact is that the likeness for the

new product is transmitted from user A to user B. Thus the influence between two

users should be positive. Another prediction strategy is the opinion word prediction

strategy, which is integrated in the model CSIM W. A major benefit of this particular

design is that after training with the opinion words, the inaccuracies introduced by

the sentiment labels can be reduced. Besides, the prediction of opinion words also

provides more detailed information about the future trending views about a topic.

The graphical representation of CSIM W is presented in Figure 6.2.

Output Structure: CSIM W takes the internal opinion state hupiq to predict

all opinion words within the tweet instead of the sentiment. More generally, we

formulate the problem as predicting a probability distribution over all opinion words,

and those with the high probabilities are taken as the resulting opinion words in the

next tweet. In this setting, the output layer could be presented as follows:

zupiq “ P pwupiq|hupiqq “ softmaxpVwhupiq ` bwq (6.12)

where Vw P Rdkˆdh , and bw P Rdk . dk is the total number of all opinion words

occurring in the opinion behaviors for all users. zupiq is the predicted probability

distribution over all opinion words.
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Learning with Fine-grained Supervision: We first formulate the probability

distribution of the target opinion word set Wupiq as qupiq. qupiq P Rdk and it satisfies

that for j P Wupiq, qupiqpjq “ 1{|Wupiq|, and for j R Wupiq, qupiqpjq “ 0.

In this setting, we use the generalization of multinomial logistic loss as the objec-

tive function to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence [41] between the predicted

distribution zupiq and the target distribution qupiq:

L “
N
ÿ

u“1

nu
ÿ

i“1

KLpqupiq||zupiqq (6.13)

where

KLpqupiq||zupiqq “
ÿ

j

qupiqpjqlog
qupiqpjq

zupiqpjq

The parameters including α,Φ, Ir, Id, Ic,Hr,Hd,Hc are the same parameters

used in CSIM S, and the parameters of the output layer Vw and bw are specific for

CSIM W. Similar to the learning process of CSIM S, the gradients are computed by

the BPTT algorithm, and all the parameters are updated with the Adam algorithm.

6.5 Experiments and Discussions

6.5.1 Compared Methods

To comprehensively compare the effectiveness of the proposed model and explore

how different components affect opinion influence modeling, we provide the results

of all the compared methods used in the previous section, as well as the proposed

models in Chapter 4 and 5.

We summarize the compared methods as follows.

1) Value-based methods, which include the Degroot model, the Flocking

model, the AsLM model and the Voter model. The details of the models are de-

scribed in Section 4.5.2.
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2) Value-based temporal model is the temporal opinion influence model

(TIM) proposed in Chapter 4. It only considers the temporal properties of the opin-

ion influence process, but ignores the content information included in the exchanged

messages.

3) Content-based model is the neural opinion influence model (NIM) proposed

in Chapter 5, which employs the content information to model opinion influence.

However, the model only considers the most recently received information without

the exploration of the temporal properties of the opinion influence process. Based

on the NIM framework, we develop two variants according to different prediction

strategies proposed in this chapter. NIM S uses the sentiment based prediction

strategy in the output layer and NIM W uses the opinion word based prediction in

the output layer.

For the content-based sequential models CSIM S, CSIM W, NIM S and NIM W,

we set the dimension dw of word representation to 30. In the proposed models

CSIM S and CSIM W, the dimension of the internal opinion state dh is 30. The

other parameters of each model are set for their best performances experimentally.

Similar to the previous two chapters, the performance is still demonstrated on

the model’s ability of sentiment prediction and evaluated in terms of the prediction

accuracy and the F-score over three sentiment types.

6.5.2 Experimental Results

Overall Performances

The experimental results on sentiment prediction are reported in Table 6.2. CSIM W

and CSIM S almost outperform the other compared methods in terms of all evalua-

tion metrics on three topics. The experimental results demonstrate that the content-

based representation of opinion and the integration of historical communication in

CSIM are able to better describe how an individual is influenced by their neighbors
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and forms the future sentiment. Besides, we also notice the following findings from

the experiments.

First, we find that the sequential model CSIM W performs better than two non-

sequential models NIM W and NIM S on all topics. The better results support our

assumption that the communication histories affect the formation of one’s opinion.

The common understanding of the opinion influence process, which only considers the

most recently received information is not adequate. The RNN framework provides

a good way to track the opinion changes and capture the correlation between the

historical communications and the future sentiment.

Second, we also observe that the performance of CSIM W is better than that

of TIM on all topics. The superior performance of CSIM W demonstrates that the

textual content, though barely studied in social media user behaviors, is actually an

important indicator to illustrate the formation of their behaviors. It also motivates

us to extend the content-based behavior model to the other scenarios on social media

in our future work.

Third, we compare the performances of the two proposed models with different

prediction strategies based on the CSIM framework. We find that CSIM W with the

opinion word based prediction strategy significantly outperforms the model CSIM S

with sentiment based prediction strategy on three topics. The improvements verify

that the summarized sentiment category labels may harm the performance of the

learned model. The model CSIM W guided by the accurate opinion words could

better explain opinion formation.

Finally, we also observe the similar results on the NIM framework. NIM W also

performs better than NIM S on the topic “Samsung Galaxy” and “Xbox”. How-

ever, on the topic “PlayStation”, NIM W performs worse than the model NIM S.

Compared with NIM S, which only predicts the sentiment label, NIM W needs more

information to predict the fine-grained opinion words. Based on the data statistics
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in Table 3.1, the communication is less active on the topic “PlayStation” compared

with the other two topics. The relatively low-active communication on “PlayStation”

may not provide enough information for NIM W to predict opinion words accurately

and as a result harms the accuracy of sentiment prediction. The results also in-

dicate that the non-sequential model NIM is sensitive to the topics with different

user’s involvement on opinion word prediction. Compared with NIM, the sequential

model CSIM, which consistently achieves the best results on all topics performs more

robust.

Effects of Recurrent Units

In Section 6.4, we propose to employ two popular recurrent units to manipulate the

historical information. One is the standard recurrent unit (presented in Equation

6.4), which accumulates the whole past histories. The other is the Gated Recur-

rent Unit, which controls the integration of the long-term and short-term memories

(presented in Equation 6.5-6.8). We examine the performances of the two recurrent

units by comparing the models CSIM SR, CSIM S, CSIM W and CSIM WR, where

CSIM SR and CSIM WR represent the proposed models with a standard recurrent

unit. The performances of these models are presented in Table 6.3.

We first compare the two types of recurrent units on the models with the opinion

word based prediction strategy CSIM W and CSIM WR. CSIM W with the GRU

unit performs better than CSIM WR. It implies that during the communication,

a user does not keep all historical things in the memory. S/he tends to select the

information most relevant to her/his opinions and forgets the irrelevant ones. We also

find that GRU has the better prediction ability on the topics “Samsung Galaxy” and

“Xbox”, for the models with the sentiment based prediction strategy CSIM S and

CSIM SR. However, on the topic “PlayStation”, the standard recurrent unit performs

better. It is again because that the communication on the topic “PlayStation” is not
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as active as that on the other two topics. It is difficult for the model to learn good

parameters for selecting the relevant information through GRU. Therefore, taking

all the past histories into the consideration achieves better results.

Table 6.3: Performances of models with different recurrent units.
(a) Samsung Galaxy

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

CSIM SR 0.3892 0.0641 0.4568 0.3473

CSIM S 0.6662 0.1981 0.7389 0.6359

CSIM WR 0.6827 0.1973 0.7798 0.6075

CSIM W 0.7093 0.2534 0.7976 0.6620

(b) Xbox

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

CSIM SR 0.5320 0.1633 0.5802 0.5685

CSIM S 0.5694 0.2346 0.6272 0.6002

CSIM WR 0.5955 0.1234 0.7168 0.5381

CSIM W 0.6290 0.2101 0.7332 0.6058

(c) PlayStation

Method Accuracy F1 Neg F1 Neu F1 Pos

CSIM SR 0.6619 0.0738 0.7791 0.4856

CSIM S 0.5961 0.0930 0.7361 0.2693

CSIM WR 0.6548 0.1627 0.7924 0.4401

CSIM W 0.6849 0.2904 0.8193 0.4108

Effects of the Length of History

The proposed model CSIM W employs a large amount of historical information,

which may increase the prediction time and not be feasible for real-time prediction.

Additionally, opinions are highly associated with the recent news about the product,

and the overlong histories are barely considered by people for current opinion deci-

sion. Therefore, we investigate the effective length of history for future sentiments
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Figure 6.3: Performances on models with different lengths of history

prediction. We compare the model CSIM W with different lengths of history l, i.e.,

0, 2, 4, 6, 8, where huptq in Equation 6.3 integrates the historical information of

previous l timestamps. When the length of history is 0, the model degenerates to

NIM W. The model integrating all historical communication is also compared. The

overall accuracy of prediction is plotted in Figure 6.3.

We find that the trends of the accuracy on the lengths of history vary among

three topics. When the length of history is 2 timestamps indicating the time interval

is 3-7 days, CSIM W reaches the best performance on the topics “PlayStation” and

“Xbox”, and second-best performance on the topic “Samsung Galaxy”. It reveals

that the messages during the past 3-7 days are most important for users to decide

their future sentiments. Besides, taking the past 2 timestamps as the history could

help significantly reduce the prediction time of the model while at the same time

maintaining a high accuracy.
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Table 6.4: Performances on opinion word prediction.
(a) Samsung Galaxy

Method MAP Pre@5 Pre@10

NIM W 0.6249 0.6674 0.6996

CSIM WR 0.6289 0.6662 0.6953

CSIM W 0.6467 0.6850 0.7146

(b) Xbox

Method MAP Pre@5 Pre@10

NIM W 0.5258 0.5828 0.6262

CSIM WR 0.4900 0.5526 0.5985

CSIM W 0.5314 0.5870 0.6304

(c) PlayStation

Method MAP Pre@5 Pre@10

NIM W 0.5795 0.6365 0.6787

CSIM WR 0.6225 0.6717 0.7082

CSIM W 0.6707 0.7275 0.7651

6.5.3 Performances of Opinion Word Prediction

In addition to the predictive ability on opinion sentiment, CSIM W is also capable

of predicting the fine-grained opinion information, i.e., opinion words. The opinion

words as the elaborated opinion information provide deeper insights into the compa-

nies’ marketing. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed model on opinion word

prediction, we compare CSIM W with NIM W, CSIM WR. All models employ the

opinion word based prediction strategy and output a probability distribution over all

opinion words in the output layer. We rank the opinion words based on the predicted

probabilities in descending order to form a ranking list.

Three evaluation metrics are used to evaluate the performance of opinion word

prediction. One is MAP (Mean Average Precision), which has been widely used in

evaluating the quality of the ranking list in information retrieval [55].
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MAP “

řTN
i“1AveP piq

TN

where TN represents the total number of test instances.

AveP piq “
Ni
ÿ

j

P pjq{j

where P pjq represents the ratio of correctly predicted opinion words up to the position

j in the opinion word ranking list, and Ni is the number of opinion words in the gold

annotation of the ith test instance. Other two evaluation measurements pre@5 and

pre@10 are also considered, which calculate the precision of the first 5 and 10 opinion

words in the ranking list respectively. The results are presented in Table 6.4.

We can see that the CSIM W model consistently outperforms the other two

compared models on all topics in terms of all the evaluation metrics. It demonstrates

that the historical information is useful to improve the performance of opinion word

prediction, and GRU has a better ability to record the historical information related

to one’s future opinion expressions.

6.5.4 Performance on Users with Different Sentiment Con-
tradiction Level

On social media, the characteristics of users’ opinion behaviors can be very different.

Some users insist on their original opinions and hardly change their opinions. In con-

trast, some change their previous opinions frequently. Therefore, we further conduct

experiments to explore the performances of the models considering users with differ-

ent characteristics. The sentiment contradiction of all one’s tweets is introduced to

describe her/his characteristics. It depicts one’s belief in the product. For a user who

has a firm opinion towards the product, her/his sentiment often remains stable over
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(a) Samsung Galaxy

(b) Xbox
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(c) PlayStation

Figure 6.3: Performance on users with different sentiment contradiction levels

the time, while for a user who has no fixed opinion, s/he may be easily influenced

to change opinion during the communication. We evaluate the performances of our

proposed model on smaller groups of users with different sentiment contradiction

levels. The sentiment contradiction is measured by considering the mean µ and the

variance σ2 of all the sentiment scores of one’s all tweets [161]. It is defined as follows.

SCu “
vσu

2

v ` µu2
Wu

where v is a normalization constant, and Wu is a weight function to compensate the

contradiction value for users’ varying number of tweets.

Wu “ p1` expp
mpuq ´mpuq

β
qq
´1
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where mpuq is the number of u’s tweets, mpuq is the average number of all users’

tweets, and β is a scaling factor. We set v=1 and β=50. Figure 6.3 is a composite of

user volume (bars) and prediction accuracy (colored lines) with different sentiment

contradictions (x-axis). Users are grouped according to the scores of their sentiment

contradictions. For example, the bar between 0 and 0.1 represents the percent of

users with the contradiction between 0 and 0.1. For each user group, the prediction

accuracy of all the methods on this group is displayed via colored lines.

In Figure 6.3, we observe that both CSIM W (in red line) and NIM W (in brown

line) perform better than other compared methods on most user groups, especially on

the groups of users who change their opinions frequently. We also have an interesting

observation. CSIM W taking past history into account performs better than NIM W

on the users with the low contradiction level, but slightly worse than NIM W on the

users with the high contradiction level. Perhaps the reason is that the easily changed

users with the high contradiction level would change their ideas instantly according

to the most recently received messages, while the users who already have a fixed

opinion need to consider more historical information before changing their original

beliefs.

6.5.5 Effects of Data Partitioning

All the above reported results are obtained on the data partition where the ratio of

training and test data is 9:1. To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed model,

we perform the experiments on another two data partitions where the ratio of training

and test data is 8:2 and 7:3 accordingly. The prediction accuracies on the three topics

are listed in Figure 6.4. On the topic Xbox and PlayStation, the prediction accuracy

does not show a significant difference over different data partitions. On the topic

Samsung Galaxy, the prediction accuracy increases when the volume of training

data increases. It may indicate that the model could have a better predictability
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Figure 6.4: Performances on different data partitions

when the volume of training data increases, and when the model has already learned

the mechanisms of opinion dynamics, its prediction ability will be stable with time

evolving.

6.6 Further Discussion

Correlation between Stubbornness and Influence Power

By learning opinion behaviors of users in social network with CSIM, we obtain two

factors related to personal characteristics from the learned influence parameters. One

is stubbornness αu0, which represents one’s insistence on a fixed opinion during the

communication. The other is the social influence power of an individual over the

whole network, which is measured by averaging the interpersonal influence strengths

in the parameter vector α.u. To further understand the correlation between one’s

stubbornness and influence power, we plot each user in Figure 6.4, where the x-axis
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represents the strength of influence and y-axis represents the strength of stubborn-

ness.

We observe some interesting findings. For users with strong influence power, their

stubbornness is relatively low. Meanwhile, users who have high stubbornness have

little influence power on her/his neighbors. This can be explained that a user with

strong influence evaluates the product from an objective perspective so that her/his

opinions will be updated according to the information that s/he obtains. Similarly,

users with strong stubbornness usually have fixed opinion and their messages may not

provide much information to their followers. Hence their influence is correspondingly

weak.

(a) Samsung Galaxy
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(b) Xbox

(c) PlayStation

Figure 6.4: Correlation between stubbornness of personality and influence power

6.7 Chapter Summary

In this paper, we introduce a content-based sequential opinion influence framework

to incorporate the content information with the historical information for sentiment
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prediction. Two models with different prediction strategies are proposed. In the

experiments, we compare three proposed models and conduct a detailed analysis of

their results in terms of the topics with different characteristics. The experimental

results demonstrate the effectiveness of the two proposed models. The prediction

ability of the proposed model is further verified in the opinion word prediction task.

Based on the learned influence, we also find the strong correlation between one’s

stubbornness and influence power.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Suggestions for

Future Research

The growth of social media over the last decade has revolutionized the way individ-

uals interact with each other and companies conduct business. Understanding and

processing the data generated in social media presents challenges and opportunities

for a variety of interdisciplinary research, novel algorithms, and tool development.

In the area of social media mining, we are endowed with the capability of observ-

ing, modeling and evaluating the opinion influence process. Social influence is a

valuable treasure to understand human activities on social media. It especially ben-

efits companies for advertisement dissemination, optimization of product impact and

other business intelligence related applications. With the techniques and knowledge

of computer science, psychology and marketing, we obtain a comprehensive under-

standing of the underlying mechanism behind the opinion influence process on social

media. In the meanwhile, the opinion dynamics, as the result of the opinion influence

process, is also tracked and predicted by the proposed models.

In this thesis, we carefully study the problem of opinion influence from data col-

lection, to opinion influence verification and to computational modeling. Previously

opinion influence has been studied in the laboratory experiments devised and con-

trolled by researchers, which cannot reflect the real situation. The arise of social
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media provides researchers opportunities to study the opinion influence process from

an empirical view. We collect users’ opinion traces from a popular social media plat-

form, i.e., Twitter. Based on the collected data, we demonstrate the existence of

opinion influence through a statistical test. Furthermore, a comprehensive study on

opinion influence is conducted by exploring three components, including user inter-

actions, temporal dynamics and the exchanged content information. Accordingly, we

present three chapters to individually and collectively study these components and

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed models with empirical experiments.

Chapter 4 investigates the temporal dynamics of user interactions, and proposes

a temporal opinion influence model to uncover interpersonal opinion influence by

capturing interactions between users’ opinion dynamics. Chapter 5 focuses on the

textual content of the exchanged messages in the opinion influence process, and

presents an efficient way to integrate the user identities into the opinion influence

modeling. The NN techniques provide a creative way to utilize the semantic informa-

tion and also make it possible to jointly detect user identity and estimate the opinion

influence in a unified model. Finally, Chapter 6 studies both temporal dynamics of

opinion behaviors and content of exchanged messages in the opinion influence pro-

cess upon a sequential NN framework. The different properties of user behaviors and

opinion influence in terms of different products are also analyzed through a series of

experiments.

We believe that, other than opinion dynamics, many complex dynamics of hu-

man society, from buying behaviors in business to voting behaviors in politics, can

be better understood by the investigation of the influence process. Specifically, the

exploration of the content information, which are mostly expressed in the form of

textual messages, provides a more detailed and comprehensive understanding on so-

cial media behaviors. The estimation of opinion influence helps us build a better

intelligent system and bring advantages to a variety of applications including recom-
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mendations, online advertisements, and social media analytics.

7.1 Summary of Contributions

The following sections summarize the contributions of each chapter.

7.1.1 Opinion Influence Test

• We spend 8 months to collect the Twitter data and construct an empirical

dataset for studying the opinion influence process. A number of products with

different characteristics are studied. For each product, the dataset contains

the communication records of involved participant users and their network

structure.

• Because the existence of opinion influence on social media has not been verified,

we propose a shuffle test approach to verify it. The results of the statistical

test prove that the users are indeed influenced by their neighbors’ opinions.

7.1.2 Temporal Opinion Influence Modeling

• We first propose to study opinion influence from dynamic user interactions.

Accordingly, we develop a temporal opinion influence to track each user’s opin-

ion dynamics. Two temporal assumptions are incorporated. Opinion influence

is captured by correlating opinion dynamics of different users. Two indica-

tors which capture the effects of social interactions on opinion formation are

incorporated.

• The experimental results show that the temporal opinion influence model per-

forms better than the other opinion influence models. It demonstrates that

understanding temporal dynamics of user interactions is important and effec-

tive for opinion influence modeling.
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• Compared with the existing methods that characterize social influence based

only on the social network properties, the interpersonal influence learned from

the communication records better reflects the actual relationships between

users.

• We also observe that opinion influence helps a lot in negative opinion prediction.

Compared with positive image management, dealing with negative image is

more important for enterprises, which could benefit a lot from opinion influence

modeling.

7.1.3 Content-based Opinion Influence Modeling

• Though the User-Generated Text (UGT) is a type of important information on

social media, the investigation of the content information is not well considered

in opinion influence modeling. We are the first to propose a new content-based

opinion influence framework. It explores how the content information affects

formation of users’ future opinions.

• The proposed model is based on the word embedding techniques and the NN

framework. Its capability of capturing the semantic information of textual

words and predicting the future sentiment has been verified in the experiments.

• The experiments also demonstrate that the content information greatly im-

proves the accuracy of sentiment prediction compared to the state-based opin-

ion influence model. It indicates that the content-based model better under-

stands the mechanism behind the opinion influence process.

• We observe that utilizing the fact words would bring people positive influence,

while emotional words would make people have negative influence towards their

followers. These observations are very useful for companies to manage their
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social media accounts.

• In addition to individually exploring the exchanged content, we also connect

users’ personalities with their behavior formation. More specifically, we con-

sider user personal identity and social identity in opinion influence modeling.

• A novel framework is proposed to jointly model human behaviors and their

social identities in a unified framework. Currently, our social role detection

approach is clustering-based. We believe that a supervised or semi-supervised

classification can also apply when the necessary data is available.

• The experiments prove that user dual identity can better capture users’ char-

acteristics on social media, and the joint learning framework can effectively

incorporate user dual identity into opinion influence modeling.

• The combination of dual identities allows the model to better “understand”

negative opinion formation when the communication is insufficient.

7.1.4 Content-based Sequential Opinion Influence Modeling

• We propose a novel content-based sequential framework to combine the features

explored in the previous studies. The advantages are its abilities to utilize the

content information and integrate the history of communication for prediction,

which can be further extended to model the content-based user dynamics in

other scenarios.

• RNN provides a good way to model the temporal opinion influence process. It

has a great ability to not only track the opinion changes but also utilize the

semantic information embedded in the message.

• We propose a novel opinion word prediction strategy, whereby the model tries to

predict the opinion words first, yielding the sentiment of the opinion. The fine-
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grained prediction strategy provides a more accurate way for effective model

learning and helps companies to make better decisions.

• The performances of the models that separately consider the temporal dynam-

ics and content information vary on the topics with different characteristics.

The content-based sequential model best captures the properties of the opinion

influence process, and achieves the stable performances on all topics.

• The users who change their opinions frequently are influenced by the most

recently received information, while users who already have a fixed opinion

need digest more historical information before changing their original beliefs.

• We find that the information in past 3-7 days is most important for decision

making.

• An interesting observation about the correlation between a user’s stubbornness

and influence power is found. A user with a strong influence tends to have a

low stubbornness because people would like to trust those who evaluate the

product from an objective perspective not from a personal perspective.

• Sentiment prediction is very valuable for business intelligence. The prediction

results could help companies to find their target customers in the marketing

activities. Considering the huge market potential, even a small improvement

on prediction performance can lead to a big improvement in the revenue.

7.2 Future Work

At last, we present the potential extensions of the presented work. Currently, we

study opinion influence towards the general features of the product. In fact, a prod-

uct has a variety of specific features. For example, when people discuss the product
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“Samsung Galaxy”, they may concern different aspects of it, such as “battery”,

“screen”, and “design”, etc. Understanding the fine-grained opinions included in the

messages could help us better capture opinion influence, and also provide opportu-

nities for a more precise prediction, i.e., predicting users’ opinions towards certain

particular aspects. In the future study, we plan to conduct a fine-grained opinion

influence study.

Several problems need to be solved in the fine-grained opinion influence analysis.

First, how to understand aspect-based opinions conveyed in the messages? Ex-

tracting the pair of aspect and opinion has been extensively studied by researchers

[157, 98, 96]. Recently, some studies propose to solve the problem of aspect senti-

ment classification by employing NN techniques [166, 154]. These techniques make

it possible to combine the aspect-based opinion into our NN-based opinion influence

modeling framework. Second, how to distinguish opinion influence in different as-

pects? The most straightforward way is to assume the influence in different aspects

to be equal. However, it does not always reflect the fact. A more reasonable way

is to capture the different influence weights realted to different aspects and explore

their effects in the opinion influence process. The last challenge is how to predict

aspect-based opinion. The model should have the ability to predict a pair of aspect

and sentiment at the same time. Besides, a person can express her/his opinion on

more than one product feature in the same message. For example, “I like the design

of Samsung Galaxy S8, but the battery life is short”. The multiple prediction is also

needed. An extensive study has been conducted on multi-class classification, and the

details of the studies can be found in the survey [160]. These techniques provide a

lot of references for us when developing the multiple aspect-opinion prediction. All

the above-proposed problems are expected to study in the future work.
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